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established In 1855 and in 1891 changed
Its name to the Tribune These papers
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Alton Hall Blackington's lecture
Maine's first pheasant hunting in Community Hall takes place to
season will start one-half hour be night and judging from the remarks
fore sunrise Thursday, sportsmen heard on all sides the publicity mat
being alloted five days in which to ter which has appeared in these
columns, preceding the event, has
hunt these birds in the six counties
not fallen upon deaf ears. A large
of York, Cumberland. Sagadahoc, audience is in prospect, for the peo
Lincoln, Knox and Waldo.
ple of Mr. Blackington’s home town
g^********
it The kill will be limited to two are all anxious to pay tribute to the
birds a day and not more than four success he has won in larger fields,
•••
For they can conquer who be— lleve they can—Virgil
♦ fcr the entire season, Nov. 10 to 15 and hear the wonderful hurricane
<•
••• ! inclusive, except Sunday, but it will
lecture he has prepared.
( be permissible to shoot either hens
A crowd of 600 men. women and
or cocks.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
children filled the Hyannis High
According to the ruling an School to witness the first showing
The United States Civil Service nounced Oct. 7 by Fish and Game
Commission announces an open com Commissioner George J Stobie sev
petitive examination for Associate eral areas within four of the open
Inspector of Ordnance Material, jJ counties will remain closed to hunt
12000 a year, to fill vacancies in this ' ing. In York county, hunting
position in the War Department. | pheasants will not be legal, within
Hartford Ordnance District. Spring- the boundaries of the town of York;
field Armory. Springfield. Mass., for ij in Lincoln county, Boothbay, Boothduty at Waterbury. Conn. The clos bay Harbor and Southport will re
ing date for receipt of application Is ntal closed and in Knox County the
Nov. 17. 1938. The necessary appli residential section of West Rock
cation forms may be obtained at any port and the area east of No. 1
first class post office.
highway from the Rockport bridge
j to the junction of No. 1 highway
and Bayview street in Camden are
also closed areas. In Waldo county
hunting will not be permitted in
Mrs. Jennie Cook, 56. committed
Stockton Springs.
These areas
suicide in Friendship this morning
were closed at the request of in
by drowning.
Tilt body was found at 6 a. m. by j dividuals who had cooperated in
1 raising and liberating the birds and
Mrs Cook's father-in-law. Elden
did not feel that they were yet
Cook and had been in the water an I
; sufficiently plentiful to permit
hour or two according to to Medi- '
on Cape Cod of Alton Hall Black
hunting.
cai Examiner H J Weisman. who
Pheasants are believed to be fair ington's spectacular color pictures
rendered a verdict of "suicide by
ly plentiful in the six counties of the devastation of the recent hur
drowning Despondency was given
: opened. Woodcock and partridge ricane and tidal wave that swept
as the probable cause.
hunters have reported seeing more Cape Cod and Rhode Island shores.
The deceased is survived by her
Mr. Blackington was Introduced by
this season than in past years and
husband. George Cook.
1 more crop damage was reported by Charles A. Clagg, instructor for
I farmers this past summer than in first aid for the Red Cross, who
A pipe for every purse is to be
any year since the birds were first praised the speaker for his loyal and
found in the very large assortment at
sincere interest in the Red Cross,
liberated in Maine.
Blaisdell Pharmacy, corner Main
Introduced into the State by the the police and fire departments and
anti Park streets. Pipes from 25c to
Department of Inland Fisheries and all who helped to alleviate suffer
$10. with a full line of the famous
I liberated in various parts of Maine ing during the recent disaster.
Kaywoodie—adv.
Mr. Blackington was greeted with
' hunters, the pheasants have been
■ providing another game bird for long and continued applause when
I Game for the express purpose of he walked upon the stage. He has
TURKEYS FOR SALE : annually since 1933. Records at the presented many lectures on the Cape
Fancy Native—Alive or Dressed
State Game Farm show that ap and is widelyjcnown among the for
'Lothrop’s Turkey Ranch proximately 27.000 birds have been esters and firemen for the many
Illustrated articles he has written
Just East of Grassy Pond
stocked during the six year period
R. F. D. 2. UNION. TEL. UNION 11-3
Except for some hatching and for newspapers and magazines all
Plans For Fiiday’s Parade
134’lt
liberation by individuals from eggs over the country.
and the Order of March
The audience sat spellbound as
i furnished by the game farm the enI tire expense of the pheasant pro- colorful scenes of the terrific storm's
The arrangements for the Armis
! Ject has come from hunting li damage was shown upon the screen.
tice
Day parade have been complet
These pictures proved beyond doubt
cense fees
ed and the participating organiza
that
the
noted
Boston
lecturer
is
a
Aided by two unusually mild
At Glen Cove
tions are to form on Limerock street
winters. MM-1T and 1937-’38 the j past master in the art of recording
The November term of Superior , Alice D Wolfe from Dudley F opposite the American Legion hall
Every Wednesday Night
birds are believed to have more news events in color. Long and con
' Wolfe of Rockport, cruel and abu-I
OLD AND NEW DANCES
than held their own against natural I tinued applause followed the ad Court is expected to adjourn this
sive treatment Verrill, Hale. Dana j at 10 a. m. Friday, rain or shine.
ALL STRING MUSIC
dress
which,
accompanied
by
300
noon,
and
the
log
will
show
that
a
enemies and poaching and many,
Col. Ralph W Brown will act as
Admission: Men 35c; Ladies 15c
have propagated in the wild state j pictures, lasted only one hour and large amount of business was dis & Walker for libellant and Cook ’ grand marshal, and his chief of staff
134’lt
'
Hutchinson.
Pierce
&
Connell
for
during the past two years, flocks of , a half.
will be Captain Chester Stater. The
posed of under the direction of I libellee.
eight to 12 chicks having been re- 5
aids are: Adjutant, Lieut. Warren
Justice George L. Emery.
Nina A White from Leon J.
ported by wardens and other ob- !
C. Feyler.. 2d Battalion 240th C A C.,
♦ ♦ • ♦
j White, both of Rockland, cruel and
servers.
Chief Bugler, Michael Ristaino;
Commissioner Stobie said that he Raymond Fogler, New Head ■ Paul Landers of Lewiston, who j r busive treatment Wilbur for libel Past Department Commander (AL )
] was charged with cheating by false lant.
hoped hunters would cooperate with i
Basil H Stinson; Past Department
Montgomery, Ward & j pretences, was sentenced to 11 Louise J. Richards from Victor W.
the department by reporting the j
Commander (A.L.) Hector G. Sta
Co., Has Big Job
Richards, of Camden, cruel and ples; Past Department Commander
number of birds they killed during ’
months in Knox County jail.
abusive treatmentCustody of (V.F.W.t Oliver Hamlin.
the open season and any pertinent
• • » •
Sewell L. Avery, once known as
Victor Robert and Sandra Lee,
facts concerning them, especially ( Chicago's busiest man, on his sixtyIn line will be the following or
John A. Robbins, for breaking en
the localities in which they were fourth birthday today took another tering and larceny in the night time, minor children of said parties is ganizations:
134’lt
found. Leg ijgnds, when found on ' step to free himself from the rout was given a prison sentence of two io granted to Louise J. Richards until
Rockland City Band
the birds, should be sent to the de- ' ine of the business world. He re- four years. Charles Frazier, indict further order of Court father to
Battery E 240th C A C.
i partment at Augusta or given to a , tired from the pres,dcncy of Mont. ed for the same offence, was sen have the right to visit said children
Massed Colors
at reasonable times.
warden, he stated
G A R. and United Spanish War
I gomery Ward & Co., nation-wide tenced to the Mens' Reformatory.
Eudella E. Ogier of Rockland
Co-operation from the hunters in i merchandise distributing organiza
• • • •
Veterans
from
Kenneth
E.
Ogier
of
Camden,
reporting
the
birds
killed
will
aid
Winslow-Holbrook
Post. No. 1,
The
following
divorce
decrees
tion. He relinquished the office to
$25 in Cash (door prize)
the department greatly in future Raymond H. Fogler, for six years were signed by Justice Emery this cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
American Legion
BEACON BLANKETS, SMOKE
tody of Richard L., minor child
stocking and propagation plans. vice president in charge of opera morning:
Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of
SETS. CHOCOLATES GALORE
TURKEY AND CHICKEN
Stobie declared, and added that the tions.
Foreign Wars
Arlene Hilda Thibodeau from j granted to Eudella E. Ogier until
BEANO
further order of Court. Burrows
open season was granted largely
G A.R. Auxiliary
Ernest
James
Thibodeau
of
Rock

Although
Mr.
Avery
is
still
chair

Tickets 50 Cents
i for the purpose of checking the re- man of the board of directors and land. cruel and abusive treatment. lor libellant.
United Spanish War Auxiliary
j suits of the six-year's stocking chief executive officer, his step to Z. M. Dwinai for libellant.
American Legion Auxiliary
Evelyn B. Bradley of Rockland
Veterans
of Foreign War Auxiliary
i project.
from
William
L.
Bradley
of
parts
Esther
S
Boynton
from
Stanley
day represents another move to
Community Building
Sons of the American Legion
Stobie predicted that many hunt free himself from office detail. Two C. Boynton, both of Rockland, cruel unknown, desertion. Custody nf
FRIDAY, NOV. 11
Boy Scouts
ers who expected to find the binds years ago he resigned as president and abusive treatment. Tirrell for Gerald and Kenneth, minor chil
131-134
tame and easily shot would be of the United States Gypsum com libellant.
Rockland Fire Department
dren granted to Evelyn B Bradley
All organizations participating re
greatly surprised during the open pany. although he continues as
Lucy I. Burgess of Rockland from until further order of Court. Burseason. He said that hunters had principal executive officer and Walter P. Burgess of Portland cruel iows for libellant.
quested to bring colors.
reported to him that most of th« chairman of that company.
Parade route: Limerock to Union
Adella G. Walsh from Stanley H
and abusive treatment. Wilbur for
birds they had seen were wild and
to
Park to Main. (Rededication serv
Walsh,
both
of
Rockland,
intoxi

libellant.
Montgomery Ward's new presi
provided hard shots.
Hazel B Pease from Harold R. cation. Custody of Stanley H.. Jr., ices at Winslow-Holbrook Square, by
dent, brought to the house by Mr.
Although they do not get away as Avery Ihtu W. T. Grant & Co. of ■ Pease of Warren, desertion. Cus minor child granted to Adella G
fast as partridge they are deceptive New York in 1932, was born on a tody of minor children Harold Jr., Walsh until further order of Court. minor child at reasonable times H.
TIME TO TALK
targets, their long tails frequently farm near South Hope. 46 years ago. Earle. Ruth, Leroy. Vera. Phillip Harvey B. Pease for libellant.
C Buzzell for libellant.
TURKEY
causing hunters to shoot far behind He won degrees from the University and Phyllis, granted to Hazel B.
Florence G. Newman from Dona
Mary L. Chandler from Earle P
To my old and new customers
the birds instead of hitting them in of Maine in 1915 and from Prince Pease until further order of court, Chandler of Rockland, cmel and S. Newman of Rockland, cruel and
I wish to say I have the same
grade of birds as always.
the vital areas. Stobie said that in
Custody of
abusive treatment.
Wilbur for abusive treatment.
Burgess for libellantOrders welcomed early as sup other states close shooting guns and ton two years later.
Bryce H. and Carl E., minor chil
Faire M. Kuhn from Bernard B. libellant.
Mr. Avery stepped actively into
ply is somewhat limited.
number six shot were favored by the affairs of the Chicago concern Kuhn of Rockland, cruel and abu “Helen Edwards frem Harlan E dren. granted to Florence G. NcwTEL. 717-M
pheasant hunters because they were as chairman in 1931, when it had sive treatment Custody of Bernard Edwards of Rockland, cruel and ir.an until further order of court.
FRED L. DERBY
forced
to take many long shots at a deficit of $8,000,000. Although i W. and Allan C„ minor children, abusive treatment. Custody of Har- Smalley for libellant.
407 PLEASANT ST. ROCKLAND
the birds.
Oliva Swanson of St. George from
busy with the affairs of United granted to Faire M. Kuhn until 1 Ian E. Edwards. Jr., minor child,
8tates Gypsum, a $65,000,000 com ■ further order of Court. Wilbur for granted to Helen Edwards until fur Gunnar Elmer Swanson of parts
ther ordeT of Court. Wilbur for unknown, cruel and abusive treat
pany with which he had been iden libellant.
ment. Custody of Joyce E. grant
tified since 1905, he was induced to | Helen F. Magnuson of St George libellant.
Alice P. Gross from Dwight P. ed to libellant until further order of
work for Ward at an annual salary from Fred Magnuson of Rockland,
of $100,000 and a stock option. cruel and abusive treatment. Wil Gross of Camden, cruel and abu Court. Tirrell for libellant.
Doris I. Allen from Roy P Allen
sive treatment. Custody of Dwight
Montgomery Ward's net income bur for libellant.
Edna B Sylvia of Camden from D.. minor child, granted to Alice P. of Camden, cruel and abusive treat
last year was $19,210,029 and its
The lands of the undersigned on Dodges Moun
sales $414,000,000, the largest on Manuel Sylvia of parts unknown, Gross until further order of Cour:. ment. Custody of Joseph Basil,
tain are posted against trespassing and hunting
desertion.
Custody of Lucille, father to have the right of visiting minor child, granted to libellant
record.
minor
child,
granted to Edna B. said minor child. Montgomery .Xc until further order of Court. Tir
Mr.
Avery
once
said
to
a
ques

between Nov. 10 and Nov. 16, I 938, inclusive.
rell for libellant.
tioning stockholder when discus Sylvia until further order of Court. Gillmor for libellant.
Joan M. Miller from Lanscum G,
Harriette
M.
Dwinai
from
Zelma
Perry
for
libellantsing
his
salary:
William T. White,
Elizabeth P. Wallis of Rockland M. Dwinai, Camden for the cause Miller of Rockland, cruel and abu
"My incentive in life has not been
Vinal T. Johnson,
to make money. But don’t try to from Paul B. Wallis of Hampton, of cruel and abusive treatment sive treatment. Tirrell for libellant.
Jennie L. Hart firm Errold C.
believe that. If you’re successful N H. non support. Libellant is per Custody of Lucille, minor child,
Selim Ruohomaa,
the money will take care of itself. mitted to resume her maiden name, granted to Harriette M Dwinai Hart of Camden, cruel and abusive
Alan L. Bird.
I banana-peeled into this place and Elizabeth Plummer. Smalley for until further order of Court, father treatment. Montgomery & Gillmor
may have the right to visit said for libellant.
libellant
then couldn't get out.”

By The Roving Reporter

The island boats, plying across
the bay, are reminders of an al
most extinct business so far as this
section of New England is con
cerned. Unless some new method
of transportation is discovered the
bay will continue to be spanned in
this manner hundreds of years
hence. How we would miss them.

While most of the motorists use
the new highway between Bath
and Brunswick the old road is by
no means deserted. Many strang
ers take it by mistake, land many
others go the old way by prefer
ence, a fact which (should offer no
surprise, as the ride is much more
attractive. Milton Griffin and I
oetoured onto the old road return
ing from the Maine-Bowdoln game
Saturday night in order to call
upon Ivan A Trueworthy. The
latter has made excellent recovery
from a sickness which confined him
to the house six weeks and we
found him his old genial self.

Friendship Suicide

SUPERIOR COURT ADJOURNS

Justice George L. Emery Signs Long List Of
Divorce Decrees At Close

DANCE

Talking Millions

Kenneth Robinson

TAXI SERVICE
Tel. 8389

FREE

ARMISTICE BALL

NO TRESPASSING

Day

In the cornerstone of the Cos
metics Building at the New York
World's Fair 1939 have been de
posited the rarest perfumes of to
day, the newest and most effective
toilet accessories the whole valued
al thousands of dollars. When the
Fair closes, the cornerstone is to be
transported to the mountains of
Arizona and placed under a gigan
tic granite monolith to remain un
disturbed until April 30, 2939. a
thousand years after the inaugura
tion of the Pair. Then the belle of
that year will learn what her sisters
Commander Austin P Brewer and of 1939 used to make themselves
Rev. Corwin H Olds, chaplain Wins beautiful.
low-Holbrook Post.
A friend of The Black Cat In
Parade moves to Main to North
Main to Walter Butler Square where Needham, Mass , sends me this one:
“It Is said that not long before
rededication services will be con
his death the late Calvin Coolidge
ducted by Commander Austin P. remarked that the four maxims
Brewer and Rev. Corwin Olds. that iiave made the Yankee great
Broadway to Chestnut to North are:
Main to Limerock where It will be
"Eat It up."
dismissed.
"Wear It out."
Special orders for formation:
“Make it do."
Boy Scouts (Troops No. 2. 3, 4. 6»
“Do without.'
will form on School street.
The president of a nationally
Rockland Fire Department will known brand of underwear vouches
form on Spring street.
for the fact that the former Presi
dent's "do without' was underwear.
When offered a complete set he de
clined the gift, laconically saying,
“I never wear it”

Boys With The Mitts

Second Show At the Park
Street Arena Brings a Rockland persons who attended
the State Prison conflagration
Lynn Stable

Maine's best middleweights and
welterweights are hooked up for
Wednesday night s boxing show at
the new Park Street Arena.
The main bout sounds like a Civil
War engagement, as It will bring to
gether Stonewall Jackson of Lynn.
Mass, and that gallant Bangor
mltt-sllngei, Jerry Duprey. Eight
fast rounds, providing the battle
goes that far. are guaranteed for the
tans.
Ponzi Cochran of Rockland, hero
of a hundred battles, will meet Phil
Rowe of Lynn, a lad with a wallop
Also on this card will be seen Pal
Kendrick of Camden vs. Batting
Andrews of Lynn; Griff White of
Camden vs Kid Jones of Lynn, and
one other good bout.
But Fisher was the matchmaker
for this show and will be the third
man in the ring. Leon Halstead
will pound the gong.

when fire destroyed the west wing
and several of the large shops will
' find it difficult to believe that the
disaster (fccurred 15 years ago last
Sept. 18 The conflagration startet in the broom corn bleachery and
caused a loss of half a million of
dollars.

Writing from Needham, Mass.,
where one of her most pleasant
duties is the thrice a week perusal
of The Courier-Gazette Mrs. Aubigne L. Packard says:
“Last evening I was privileged to
hear Alton Blackington's lecture on
the recent hurricane. When he
speaks in Rockland every one in
Kr:ox County who has (the price of
a ticket should hear him. His pic
tures are marvelous and his inter
pretation very fine. I enjoy your
Black Cat column very, very much "

How do you enter a motor car—
feet first and draw in the body,
Consider well the source of things; or. body first and draw in the feet.
sponge cake isn’t made from sponges
Or perhaps you don't know your
and a family jar is never used in
self until you try it- We're not
preserving the peace.
very close observers as a rule.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
It I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness —Charles
Darwin.

JIM
Jim dog Is dead—they're saying so
He's nicely boxed and left beneath
A rosebush
Suddenly I know
A large contempt for death.

Those gay bones resting calm and
shriven.
Ashes of roses? Ten to one
All up and down the hills of heaven
Rabbits are on the run!

I'll wager, If I died tonight
And, halting by the river's brim
A bit bewildered at my plight.
Should call. Here Jim! Here, Jim!"—
Yelping with glory, glad and rough.
He'd hurtle down the other side.
And soon I'd feel a warm wet scruff
Towing me through the tide

—Nancy Byrd Turner

One year.ago: The Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at the Community
Building opened with a Sunday
night audience of 1600 Charlie
Taylor, the preacher, and Laurie
Taylor the pianist, made a won
derful impression.—"Big Hearted
Herbert'’ was selected as the Senior
class play, with Gordon Richardson
in the title role.—"Barrington Bill'
Hayes, the baseball Scout of the
New York Yankees was a visitor in
the city.—Sir Johnson Forbes-Rob
ertson, a great Shapespearean ac
tor. died at the age of 84. He was
the husband of Gertrude Elliott,
sister of Maxine Elliott..—Rockland
High was defeated 13 to 0 in Bath.
— Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw fell,
fracturing her left hip.
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Lermond And Burr

TALK OF THE TOWN

CHARLES A. NYSTROM

“Calling All Americans . .

Well KnownScientists Have The automobile registration office
Oome out from among them, and
will be closed all day Friday and
An Outing Like a Cab Saturday.
be ye separate, said the Lord, and
touch not the unclean thing; and I
Man's Holiday
David Rubenstein was home from
will receive you, 2 Cor. 6: 17
Curator Lermond of the Knox Boston for the weekend driving a
Museum took a two days' vacation new station wr.gon named “Tcpsia."

Clark Is President

At The High School

Charles August Nystrom who died
Monday at a Bangor hospital was
born in VesvataVick, Sweden but
(By The Pupils)
came to this country at the age of
19; going to sea from then until at
the age of 35 he settled in Rockland
Parents and friends of the school
He was married to Charlotte are cordially invited to attend the
Stevens, now deceased. Mr. Ny.s- evening sessions of Senior and Junior High Monday and Tuesday,
trom was employed by the Rock
Nov. 14 and 15.
land & Rockport Lime Corp, until,
....
nine years ago when failing health: Senior High will have classs i
caused his retirement.
I Monday evening from 7-9: 15, with
He had tliree children—Charles,' an assembly program and three
deceased. John and Mrs Anna1 half-hour periods. Junior High will
Ward of this city who survive; also; have the same on Tuesday evening.
116 grandchildren.
j This is to give the parents and citiFuneral services will be held ' sens an opportunity to see what the
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the i school is doing and to arouse genuBurpee funeral parlors.
ine interest in better education.

held in Washington, D. C„ also a
Red Cross flood picture Refresh
ments were served by Moose Patrol.
The meeting was closed with the
Scout oath and taps—Charles
Libby

Felice Perry lias been in charge
of se]llng ticke(s fQr ,h„ A](on Ha„
Blacklngton lecture. Students have
fpecjaI rates to thjs pven,
|_______________

and in. company with D- Freeman
There will be a rehearsal of tile
F. Burr. State geologist and presi
first degree in Rockland Lodge.
Lincoln County Fair Re
dent of the Academy, goes on a col
views Good Year Despits lecting trip to Piscataquis County. Tuesday night. All the officers
phase attend.
Bad Finish
At Dover-Foxcroft they were enter
Mrs. Frank Lipovsky (Christine
tained by Fernald Richards and
At the annual meeting of Lincoln
Curtis) is making good recovery at
Countv Fair, officers elected were: wife. members of the Academy.
Knox Hospital where she is a surgi
Herbert A Clark of Jefferson, presi-' Mr Richards has a fine collection
cal patient.
dent; John P Kelley of Bcothbay , of minerals and teaches a class Ir.
Harbor. Q P. Peaslee of Aina. Wii- scclogy and minerology. Acting as
The nice summer weather comes
liam A. Mank of Waldoboro. Ben guide he conducted us to the shale- tc an end today, if the forecasts
jamin A. Bailey of Whitefield, and slate ledges below the falls, where ere correct. We are grateful to the
An unusual example of fair play | Boy Scout Trcop No 203 held its
Henry E. Cunningham of Jefferson we gathered a lot of fine specimens. ir.juns who provided it.
At
another
locality,
a
hill
in
the
(and good advertising sense) comes regular meeting Wednesday with
vice presidents; John N. Glidden of
from Oakland. Cal. The Retail six guests present. After playing
Newcastle, secretary; Linwood H town, we obtained good samples of
Carlton Ripley who recently at
Merchants Association bought a games for a half-hour, the patrols
Pierce of Damariscotta, treasure j granite. After a hearty supper a; tended the Hoover service and sales
Frank M. Decker of Newcastle, race the Richards home we continued on
large newspaper space to give its went to their meetings. Inspection
school in Boston, has returned, and
secretary; Orlando McKown of ‘ome 30-odd miles to Greenville.
view of a union dispute and, at th° and test passing were conducted
will be the sales and service man for
Boothbay Harbor. George E. Oliver where we stayed fcr the night in a
same time, offered the union equal in the gym. Entertainment was
Rockland and vicinity
advertising space to give its view furnished by Edward Law who
of ^Newcastle, Alvin E Piper of Dam tourist camp on a hill overlooking
showed movies of the last Jamboree
Mocsehead
Lake.
at the Association’s expense. '
ariscotta, Edward B. Denny of Dam
Charles M. Richardson has re
BOUGHT«
Next morning we had breakfast
ariscotta. Otis G Oliver of Noble
tired from the restaurant business
in
the
hotel
and
then
went
down
into
boro. F. Burton Haggert of Wiscas
and joins the staff of the Federal
WE BUY
AND SOLD
set, Lincoln Hodgkins of Jefferson the village and inquired for Fred Life and Casualty Co., the vice presi
122Ttf
and Lauriston V.nal of Dresden, Oakes. We met him in his auto at dent of which is a former Rockland
AND
SILVER
trustees; Roy Genthner of Noble the entrance gate to his home boy. Walter W Morse.
Clarence E. Daniels
grounds. He was Just leaving to
boro, auditor
I
JEWELER
visit
his
farm
several
miles
away.
In spite of rain which ruined the
The banquet to be tendered Al
370 MAIN ST.
ROC KLAND
last day of the 1938 fair, the season but courteously asked us to remain ton Hall Blacklngton by his class
was the best for a long time. Sub- M hi» Bursts. He conducted us first mates. prior to tonight's lecture, will
stantial reduction was made in the ovt‘r the new athletic grounds con- take place at the Copper Kettle, in •
American Red Cross Roll Call Poster for 1938.
debt. needed improvements and re- uected with the magnificent High stead of at The Thorndike Hotel,
pairs were also made.
' School building, costing a million as previously announced.
A proposition was made by Dwight dollars which Mr. Oakes had built
WILUAM II. RYAN
Adriel U. Bird flew from Boston
Erskine of Aina relative to the draw- and gave to the town. From the
ing and training of horses and oxen, grounds we went into the building, with a party of friends to attend the
William H "Bill" Ryan. 53. one
Mr. Erskine offers to build such a entering room after room from cel- Bowdoin and Maine football game,
of Keene's most popular and best
Lots
of
Busy
Workers
Getstand. which Is greatly needed, an t lar t0 at^c—workship for boys, and on his return flew to New York
ting Ready For Big Local known busin€ss men manager ot
turn it over a free gift to the associ- sewing, cooking and typewriting to join Sam Bickford for a two
8
5
! the Bullard and Shedd's drug store.
ation after two years. This offer rooms for girls; recreation room, weeks' yachting cruise to Florida
Event
a past president of the Keene Ro
the trustees have under consider- hall
very large stage with full
tary
club, for 25 years secretary of
The
W.CTU.
will
meet
Friday
at
I
outfit
of
curtains
and
scenery.
ation.
Did you ever stop to gaze at trees,
the Keene lodge of Elks, and prom
This building is of fireproof ma- 2 30 in the Baptist Brotherhood
freaks? Austin Wilkins has. This inent in many community activities :
i terial and the last word In up-to- class room. Main street. Depart
ment
work
and
Christian
citizenship
collection of tree freaks is an ab- and organizations, died suddenly in
I date scientific equipment, the finest
will
be
discussed
by
Mrs.
Mary
Perry
sorbing pursuit and will be seen a. his home. Oct. 31. following a series
public building that I have yet seen
Rich and reports of the State con- 1 the hobby show,
of heart attacks since last Friday. ,
May Be Added To Maine in Maine.
Mr Ryan was a son of .Mr. and J
....
From the High School building vention given by delegates.
Coast Products—Biologi
Interest will be aroused by an ex Mrs William H Ryan, one of
we next visited Mr. Oakes' private
Workmen began yesterday remov hibit of the State Forestry of Au Keene’s older families.
cal Study First
) grounds extending down to the lake,
ing
paving on the northern side of gusta. showing the growth of trees,
He had been active in the state
and then we went to his house and
Formulating plans for an exten
' sat nnd talked on various subjects Tillson avenue, with a view to re the cross section, etc., for it is now and national associations of retail |
sive oyster, clam and quohaug pro
Mr. Oakes is certainly a benefactor placing it with a gravel base and more than a hobby. The informa druggists and pharmacists and
pagation program Sea and Shore
’ of the first rank to his town, county surface which will eventually have tion one derives from such an ex served as vice president of the
-= NOVEMBER 7 -12=Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R.
a tar surface. The highway thus hibit is alarming in tree song.
state organization. He was an ac
and State.
Greenleaf announced today, that a
• • • •
tive member of St. Bernard's1
j This was a never to be forgotten treated will be about 22 feet wide.
comprehensive survey of potential
The miscellaneous booth teaches church.
vacation outing, with perfect Indian
AUNT JEMIMA
Hillcrest Homestead, the new and
“marine farming'' areas would be
His sendee with Bullard and
division of laber. Mrs. Joseph Em| summer weather and beautiful scen
popular eating establishment on ery has provided pleasant tasks for Shedd's covered a period of over 30
made during the next few months
2 PKGS 25c
ery all along the way.
the Warren road will remain open her group. Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag i years.
Beds suitable for oyster and quo
Norman W Lermond.
throughout the winter, according will display an ivy collection from i Ono of tho most prominent memhaug culture would be taken over
PANCAKE
Curator.
to announcement made by the pro Mr. Dean's of Silsby's Florist a col- j bers of the Keene lodge of Elks. Mr.
by the state and leased to producers
SYRUP
.
JrBo?sz25c
prietors yesterday. They are mak lection of cacti gathered by Mr Ryan was presented an honorary
who would guarantee to operate
Never lose your temper; remem
them on a commercial basis while
ing preparations for an elaborate Dverve of Damariscotta Mills, and i life membership in the fraternity
NATION-WIDE
ber your husband will never discover
efforts would be made to increase
Thanksgiving dinner.
Meantime Mrs. Emilio Hary's collection of anl- when he gave up the office of secreyou have one until you lose it.
LA IOURAINE
IS! 10c
CORN FLAKES
th? supply of clams.
those unique jack o' lanterns are ; mal plant holders.
tary he had faithfully filled for a
NEW VACUUM
standing
guard
8 7«
Greenleaf said that the study
COFFEE
CAN
• • • •
’ quarter of a century.
SILVER NIP
would be the first assignment for a
Mrs. H A. Allen and Mrs. Mervin
He was a member of the comGRAPEFRUIT
< 3 CANS 25c
FESTAL
Keen Interest is apparent in the
fisheries biologist that his depart
Rice will display early pressed ; mittec which was in charge of the
SMALL - SWEEl
JUICE
<
fall flower show of the Camden ■
ment intends to employ in coopera
PEAS
LENDER
CANS 25c
glass, including Mrs. Walter Ladd -: first annual governor's night of the
Rockland
Garden
Clubs
to
be
held
ROYAL WORTH—Slice. O' Helve.
tion with the U. S. Bureau of
Keene lodge observed a few months
colored glass slippers
XLEN1
this afternoon ar.d evening in Com
NO SH 4 e
Fisheries
• • • •
ago at the Keene Country Club.
PEACHES .
NO SH A »
CAN 15C
munity Building A high light of
He plans to request a Legislative
TOMATOES
cans x5c
Mrs Raymond Watts' family heir Mr Ryan also held membership in
the
afternoon
session
will
be
a
talk
appropriation to operate the pro
looms may be seen. Miss Burdell the Keene council. Knights of Co
KELLOGG'S
and demonstration in the tower
RALSTONS
PKG 25c
gram on a three-year basis and be
Strout's china dogs. Mrs. Donald lumbus.
room by Mrs. A. R. Benedict. The
lieves that it would materially in
ALL-BRAN .
Mr Ryan is survived by his wife.
PKG 21
Crie's advertising pencils, J G
showing of the cluhs will be in the
crease fisheries revenue and even
Thompson's old swords, etc.. Mrs Minnie G. Ryan, a brother. Joseph
cast room afternoon and evening.
tually become self supporting.
T. J. French's inf Camden and Lin Augustus Ryan of Keene, and a
He said that the program would
nephew in Washington, D. C.
colnville Beachi paper weights.
Holiday
hours
will
be
observed
at
’55? 29c
HORMEL SPAM...........................
utilize the best features of plans
• • • •
Very modest and retiring in man
Post Office Armistice Day as fol
successfully operating in other
ner.
“
Bill"
loved
people
and
had
Mrs. A C. Ramsdell will have done
lows: Money order. Registry. Stamp
States and pointed out that clam
mere of her hand decorated Florida many friends not only in Keene but ■
CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN SOUP
CAN 10c
and
Genera]
Delivery
Windows
will
production was falling off annually
in ether communities in New Eng-)
sea-shell boxes, plus many shells.
be
closed
all
day.
There
will
be
and that oysters and quohaugs were
land. He was extremely Interested 1
no delivery by city or RF.D, car
SPAGHETTI DINNERS .
.
.
EACH 31c
now a negligible commercial factor.
Mrs.
R
E.
Philbrick.
Mrs.
Arthur
i
In the city's progress and although '
riers
General collection will be
Experiments have proven that
he
participated
In
many
community
Lamb
Mrs.
Walter
Barstow,
Mis:
made at noon. Special Delivery
oysters and quohaugs can t>“ raised
mail will be delivered. Mails will be Helen Whitmore, Miss Marion Ginn, affairs was always pointing out the
in Maine and history reveals that
NATION-WIDE
received
and dispatched as usual Mrs. Clarence Munsey and Dr Ed fine work that others were doing.
they were once abundant, he said, i
He was married Feb. 12. 1920, to
win L. Scarlott will assist Mrs.
5OZ
Corridor
will
be
open
from
4
30
am.
He said that statistics show
DRIED BEEF
JAR 25c
Minnie G Chapman of Rockland.
Emery.
to 8 30 pm
MARSHMALLOW
oyster production and marketing to
t • ♦ •
Me., and they have made their
E-Z-COOKER
be the nation's most important
home in this city.
Den t forget Nov. 16. 17 and 18
Miss Doris V Hyler. district depu
FLUFF
fishery, employing 20 000 persons
2£§sz19c
SOUP MIX
The above obituary is from the
On your right, gentlemen, as you ty president of District No. 16. Mrs.
annually and representing an in
Keene Evening Sentinel. In the
Vora N Bemis, noble grand. Mrs.
SMALL
SILVER SEAL
come of over $4,000,000. The mar-! enter (he sterr you'll pass our Vivian L. Kimball, vice grand, and
lcane19c
course of an extended editorial that
CAN 9c
genuine
&n<jra.ve<)
ket is practically unlimited and
fall shirts and it's our hrt that Mrs. Addie M. Brown, past nobis
newspaper said:
VINEGAR
2 pint
BOTS
there would be plenty of room for
"Bill" represented a quality of
if you’ll slow up fcr tven a sec grand of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
STATIONERY
a large supply of oysters from
personality and type of citizenship
ond you'll slow down to a full were in Portland Saturday night, to
JU The Lovreet Meet la Hlstorri
Maine, he believes.
that any man can be honestly
attend
the
reception
given
byWoodLARGE
SMALL
Outstanding proof that oysters stop.
proud to exemplify, that any com
VUtlng Cords
bine Rebekah Lodge, in honor of
OVALTINE
. . .
CAN 59c CAN 33c
can be propagated on a large scale
100 paneled cards, choice ol 4
munity can be proud to own. Yet
Mrs Martha E. Libby, president of
No
.
.
.
you're
right
...
we
never
has resulted from activity in Prince !
Size. and 30 style* ol engraving,
Bill was never self-conscious of his
A NO 2
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine.
PLATE INCLUDED, only — 11.15
DICED CARROTS
Edward Island, according to Green- J saw cltarcr colors or cleaner cut
2 CANS 19c
■ ■ ■
fine character nor did he ever per
Miss Hyler was guest at Mrs.
leaf Oyster farms there have in- ' patterns. Can't you see your own Libby’s dinner, preceding the recep
Wedding Announcements
form any of his many unselfish ser
TALL
creased from 26 in 1932 to 463 this J
or Invitations
vices with the least bit cf showiness.
DOYLE'S PINEAPPLE
tion.
SPEARS
CAN 19c
suits taking on new life as you
■ .
year and more general prosperity
On while or ivory clock—wed
What he did he did naturally and
walk into a room full of friends?
ding or plate finish. Inside and
lor the fishing village is resulting.
President Leforesl A. Thurston of
for the joy of doing it. There was I
outside
envelopes,
and
PLATE
IN

The project is being carried on
the Chamber of Commerce was re
something lovable, a beckoning
CLUDED
_____________
$8.9$
You owe it to your ten biggest
under the direction of the Do
TWO PACKAGES
elected at yesterday afternoon's
kindness, a quiet refined tone about
' Sunshine
Social Stationery
minion Department of Fisheries date- between now and Christ meeting of the board of directors.
Bill Ryan that brought people into
H - O OATS .
25c
Special styles lor men and women.
and 1690 acres are now under cul*
mas to see thru* shirts . . . after E B Crockett and P. E. Worrey
the circle of his affection and held
A choice ol lovely colors, monoONE PACKAGE -HECKER
tivation.
qrams and styles ol engraving,
them forever fend of hint. By his
that it's a matter f r Santa and were made vice presidents. Miss
COOKIES
Greenleaf visualizes hundreds of
CREAM FARINA
PLATE INCLUDED___________
1c
j calm expression of love, by his
Lenore W. Benner, secretary and J.
■»« PIECES
n>uoumi i
ycur
relatives.
$2.25, $3.95 and op.
small areas along the coast, each
TO THE
E Robinson, treasurer. The an
I great liking for people, he unconguttVo
COOKIES
PACKAGE
bring a good living to the families
ALL FOR 26c
1 sciousiy drew to himself and to
nual meeting of the organization
Business Stationery e
Fall Shirts
employed therein. The same re
BOO business cards or Hammermlll
will be held the latter part of the
whatever cause he enlisted in. a
PKGSBond letterheads, PLATE IN
sults could be obtained from quo
present month at Community
! response and a cooperation that it
$1.50 to $2.50
CLUDED,
only
_________
$7.9$
haug culture he believes.
. 19c
BRIAR PIPES ASSORTED
Building as a ladies' night. Mr.
is the privilege of only such charac
Main*' oysters resemble llie Ca-1
Worrey is general chairman of the
ters to accomplish."
BLUE WRIST
CHOCOLATE TREMONT
Fall Neckwear
nadian variety greatly in taste
affair.
A FINGER-SHAPED IL
COTTON GLOVES HEAVY
2 PAIRS 29<
being more salty and having a dis
Ginger Bread: Three cupfulls of
CHOCOLATE COVERED
,
65c to $2.00
JELLY-MARSHMALLOW
tinctive flavor not. found in those
Tiie absence of John Blethen Jr.,
HOLLAND
flour. 1 cupful sugar. 1 cupful milk,
COOKIE
T
taken farther south.
from University of Maine is causing
1 cupful syrup, '£ peund butter, 3
LINEN PAPER
.
BOX 21<
i’tetty good idea to self cl your
Greeuloaf said that this program
concern. He left the institution;
eggs, 1 tea.spoonful carbonitc soda.
yesterday apparently for California?
would nol he advisable without an
2 tablespoonfuls ground Ringer, 1
Christmas Tie and
expert biologist to study and super-1
and presumably without funds. His
I teaspoonful spite Beat butter and
Handkerchief Sets Now!
father who resides at 47 Lawn ave
vise it.—By Dick Reed of the Matnc
PKG 9c
sugar, add eggs beaten, then syrup
BRILLO STEEL WOOL PADS . ,
nue says that the boy was suffering
Development Commission.
| put soda, ginger and spice in flour,
priced at $1.00
from a head injury received while
and sift a little in before adding
EACH 9c
TOOTH BRUSHES SET IN RUBBER
playing football. He is 19 years old.
Policeman (to longshoreman who
j milk; then add the rest of the flour.
about five feet 10 inches tall, of,
has been knocked down by passing ,
Bake in a flat baking dish in a slow
solid build, has red hair, blue eyes
truck)—You didn’t get the number, j
oven from three-quarters to one
and ruddy complexion. He may be i
hour.
but could you swear to the man?
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
wearing a dark blue or dark gray'
Longshoreman—I did, but 1 don't!
suit and dark overcoat. He does
think he heard me.—Detroit Free j
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
not wear a hat.
1
WORK WONDERS
Press

USED CARS

BUY^

OLD GOLD

mrnraDs

The Hobby Show

is a real merchant
not just an employee.
He owns his store and ~

To Try Oysters

manaqes it to please
you!

PANCAKE FLOUR

2

Climb up on the rub
berneck wagon and

see something really
new in shirts.

4A
1TC

/BUTTER

The Courier-Gazette

GREGORY’S

Advertising In
THIS
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Is a
Good Investment
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ANDERSON CAMP

Wilbur IS. Cross and sons Cliff,
Those who did not receive their
F. A. Winslow will be guest speaker
Members of Anderson Camp Aux
Luther L. Smith entered last night
Bill and Ray have gone up into the at the Lions meeting tomorrow, 'de apples at the last distribution of iliary will assemble Wednesday aft upon his duties as night clerk at the
Milo region in pursuit of big game- livering his new lecture, "The Chil Federal fcod, may get them Wed ernoon for a tacking and card New Hotel Rockland, succeeding
Anderson Camp INo. 7, Sons of
nesday.
dren of Callander.”
party.
Union Veterans of the Civil War, is
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Arthur French, who becomes man
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Mayor Frederick G. Payne is a
requested to. meet at O.A.R. Me
ager of the New Thorndike. In the
Chapin Class meets tenight for
candidate for re-election in Augusta.
morial hall Friday, Armistice Day,
employ of Fuller & Cobb 21 years,
Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Mrs. Forest R. Pinkerton re
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
He has given two fine administra supper, wetk and a social at the
at 3.30 a. m. sharp, and join with
and later with Walter H. Spear, shoe
and Holidays at 2.33. Additional
Universalist vestryMiss Lucy ceived word yesterday of the sudden have a social afternoon Thursday. dealer, and the Stonington Furnimatinees when specified in pro
tions.
the Legion Posts of Knox County in
gram. Single evening shows
death of her father, Calvin R. Em The Circle supper and business | ture Co., he gained a very wide ac
Rhodes is chairman.
the 20th anniversary of the Armisevery evening at 8.00.
Nov. 18 is the date when Limerock
mons. 74, in Biddeford. Funeral serv meeting will be omitted to give place quaintance. His courteous personi tice, and participate in the parade
SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI SAT I and tededicatlon of Winslow-HolRalph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary ices will be held Thursday after to the Past Presidents' Association ; ality admirably fits him for his new
Pomona Orange will hold a public
TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. 8
! brook Square, and Walter Butler
duties.
Two Full Evening Shows, 7 and 9 supper and entertainment at Pe meets Wednesday night at 7.30, the noon at 2 o'clock.
banquet at 6.30.
6 o'clock supper being in charge
Square.
Waldo Theatre in conjunction nobscot View hall.
with the Women's Club of Wal
of Mrs. Laura Ranlett and Mrs. Eva
Ensign Winchenbaugh,
In Lebanon, N. H„ there was re Crockett.
Commander. doboro, presents—
“WE’RE ON THE AIR” cently dedicated a bronze tablet
By a score of 878 to 872 the Eastin memory of the late Congressman
A Stage Show Comprised of
The eclipse of the moon was a
Charles E. Littlefield, who was a 1 ern Rifle Club defeated the Lincoln
Local
Amateurs
complete success last night and
County Rifle Club at Odd Fellows!
Conducted by the Radio Stage native of that town.
one didn't have to stay up all night
hall Friday night. Earl Bickford was
Guild who are seeking new tal
to see it.
Traffic over the Carlton bridge In high line, scoring 181.
ent to appear on radio programs
and travel with well known stage
October was far less than in the
Walter Weeks William Freeman,
Wednesday night Rockland En stars. Come and vote for your I same month in 1937 and the cash
favorite local entertainer.
receipts amounting to $12,338.80 were Herbert Keep and Robert Snow,
campment will work the Patriarch
■ On The Screen
1 over $200 less than for the same j have returned from a week's hunt- j
al Degree. Come and see the new
CHESTER MORRIS
month a year ago.
j ing In Cooper near Calais. They
officers strut their stuff.
"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
RICHARD DIX
SHADOWS BEFORE"
------report a splendid outing, but no
JOAN FONTAINE
Nov 8—Alton Hall Blacklngton lec
A pleasant system at Gregory s; game <jue to the extremely warm
in
Martha
Seavey,
a
High
School
ture at Community Building.
several years ago grants a bonus to j weather.
Nov. 8—Rockport—Garden Club meets student reports the loss of her win
“SKY GIANT”
with Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham.
all members of the force when any
Nov. 8 — Rockland Garden Club ter coat, which was taken from her
A story packed with action and
An interesting exhibit of French
Ficwer Show at Community Building.
month outstrips in gross sales its
thrills
Nov »-Waldoboro—Donation Day at car Saturday night while she was
Regular admission prices. Notice name month of the preceding year. War pictures and posters collected
Lincoln Home for the Aged
attending a dance at Spruce Head
Nov. 10—Warren—Play. "The Comical
—Matinee 2.30 and two evening
Yesterday was another bonus day by the late Col. iMervyn ap Rice dur
y
Country Cousins" at Congregational
shows, 7 and 9.
©7
at the line shop for men as October, ing the World War will be shown on
Church, auspices Ladles' Circle
C?
2 EVENING SHOWS »
The Wednesday night dances at
Nov 11—American Legion observance
1938, was comfortably ahead of the Nov. 11 and 12" from 2 to 6 aril 7
of Armistice Day, closing with ball at
Pleasant Valley Orange are popu
Community Hall.
to 9 in the Undercroft of St. Peter's
WED.-THURS., NOV, 9-10
tenth month of 1837.
Nov. 11—Rubinstein Club mee.s at lar with the young folks, and every
Episcopal Church. Admission for
JANET GAYNOR
Universallst vestry.
For an all-day, satisfying beverage, fragrant, flavorful tea, is rapidly becomin*
one is enjoying the excellent music
Nov. Il ls-Veterans' Week
Winslow-Holbrook Post forwarded adults will be a silver offering.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
Nov. 12—Waldoboro — "Jimmie and A turkey will be given as a door
FRANCHOT TONE
an American favorite. A package of SA LADA TEA on this week’s shoppin
enough membership cards Sunday to School children will be admitted
Dick" at the High School auditorium.
in
Nov. 12 — Limerock Valley Pomona prize
by the management this
bring
its
total
to
205.
This
exceeds
for
5
cents.
i
list will start you on a pleasant, teatime taste thrill.
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange.
“THREE LOVES
Nov 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast Wednesday.
the entire 1938 membership. This
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
is one of the first Posts in the De
RED LABEL,
% lb pkg 37.
Limerock Valley Pomona meets
HAS NANCY”
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at
Community Building.
Saturday being such a nice day
partment to qualify for a special with Pleasant Valley Grange Sat
With Guy Kibbee, Grant With
Nov 2S—League of Women Voters'
BROWN LABEL, % lb pkg 29
Perley Bartlett, Raymond Young, er!, Reginald Owen, Cora Wither
citation, which in due season will be urday.
membership meeting.
The program: Singing,
spoon.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play and Donald Curtis Curtis rode to
awarded
by
the
National
Com

Grange; greetings, Master of host
"Lend Me Your Baby" at Opera House
Dec 6-8—Annual meeting of Maine Washington on their bicycles and
mander, Steve Chadwick.
Grange; response assistant stew
State Orange in Augusta
ard. Earle Rackliffe; Thanksgiving
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church had supper with °erley Bartlett's
fair
Thirty-odd members of Golden reading, Rose LeBlanc; musical
The Women's Foreign Mission
uncle in West Washington. They
Dec. 8-9 — "Apron-String Revolt,"
returned home by moonlight, a bit ary Society of Methodist Church Rod Chapter ,were guests Friday feature, Wessaweskeag Grange;
Senior play at Rockland High School
will meet Thursday at 2.30 in the night of Naomi Chapter, OIS, in speaker to be announced; question
tired but happy.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO—EXCEL_______
Tenant's Harbor. The occasion was —"What our Grange can do to im church parlors.
*
the official visit of Mrs. Oertrudc prove rural life, J Herbert Gould.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary trans
acted a greet deal of business at its Due to the Blackington lecture Boody, district deputy grand ma
last meeting. Plans were made for being held in the auditorium, the tron. An extra nice supper was
The first meeting of the Univer
numerous activities to take place in Community Building bowling alleys served, the table decorations being salist Mission Circle, will be held
j Wednesday, in the church vestry
the next few weeks. Nov 12 a re will be closed tonight after 8 o'clock. bouquets of golden rod in honor
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO—EXCEL
the visitors.
• Members will answer roll call with
ception will be held of Mrs. Mae
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.
I the keyword, “Faith."
Current
Cross, department president; it is
Edward C. Moran Jr., of the Unit
expected that the National Presi
The big Council meeting of the ed States Maritime Commission events will be given by Mrs. Lenora
I Cooper, substituting far Mrs. Carodent will also attend: Nov. 16, Miss year will be held Wednesday night.
writes thus to a member of Tho
Marie Patterson of Hallowell will Many Past Orand Masters have sig
j line Sleeper, and a paper on the
inspect the Auxiliary. Supper wll nified their intention to be present Courier-Gazette staff: "The fre- j "Early Universalist Church in
quei$t references in The Qourler-Oa be served with Mrs. Ellura Hamlin and a large number of Companions
| America" will be presented by Miss
LB.
as chairman; the following commit from all over the State will be in zette to the coming home of Alton Ellen Cochran Mrs. Arthur Rob‘with
tees have been named for the fair to attendance. Rt. Em. Deputy Grand H Blackington to.deliver-a lecture I ™
reminds me of the old days when
Ne,He
The annual banquet of Oppor be held later in the season: Candy,
Master E. Murray Graham will be he and I used to romp around Rock
This steak is good quality and boneless.
tunity Class will be held Thursday Mae Reed chairman. Hilma Storer.
Bird,
Mrs.
Maude
Blodgett,
Mrs
the inspecting officer. The after land together Alton is a splendid
at 6.15, at the First Baptist Church. Allie Blackington. Lillian Cotton,
Lenora Cooper and Mrs. Alice Fish,
noon session will open at 4.15.
fellow as well as one of the coun assisting. A large attendance Is
Mary Sylvester, Emma Harvie,
Baraca Class of Methodist Church
Frances Hatch, Florence Young,
Ruth Mayhew Tent last night try’s best lecturers. Here's hoping desired.
will hold a birthday coin party
Bessie
Sullivan;
cake.
received
invitations to attend the the old home town gives him the
Nellie
Thursday night at 7.30 in the ves
Friday night, (Nov. 11, Is the date
Cut from Quality Western Beef
Achom chairman, Riah Knight. reception for Mrs Maude Milan; fine reception he deserves ”
try
for the biggest dance of the season
Grace Robbins. Mary Jordan. Lizzie department president of the D.U V.
Winslow-Holbrook Post A. L., has at the Community Building given by
lb 20c
ROASTING PORK,
Owl's Head Grange will present Simmons. Elizabeth Morey. Gladys in Banger, Dec. 14, and the recep two important events this week, the
AT OUR MEAT COUNTERS
lb
21c
Winslow
Holbrook
Post
of
the
PORK
CHOPS,
"Polly Wants a Cracker’ a two-act Thomas , Annie Dennison, Susie tion of Mrs. Mae Cross, department first being the supper and entertain
American Legion in observance of
president
of
the
Auxiliary
of
the
Newbert;
aprons
Carrie
WinchenYour
comedy, Nov. 15 at 8 o'clock, at Pe
ment Thursday night. Chaplain the 20th anniversary of the Ameri
YEARLING LAMB CUTS
nobscot View Grange hall, Glen br.ugh, chairman, Evangeline Syl S.U.V Nov 12. Plans for the an Corwin H. Olds will Show motion
Choice
can
Legion.
A
grand
prize
of
$25
lb 10c
nual
fair
are
being
completed
for
vester. Nellie McKinney, Maryon
FORE QUARTERS,
Cove.
pictures, and Frank A. Winslow will in cash will be given as a door prize.
Moody, Elizabeth Murray. Ruth Dec. 14. with the following commit
FOR STEWING OR
supplement a portion of hts new lec
Clayton Clark. Earl Coggan. Mur Rogers. Olive Crockett. Doris Win tee in charge: Aprons. Maude ture with a special talk appropriate Many other prizes will be given such
SMOTHERING,
lb 10=
as
beacon
blankets,
smoking
sets,
ray Whalen and Clifford Marshall chenbaugh. Helen Perry; utility Cables. Bessie Haraden. Inez Pack to Armistice Day. The second
ash
trays
and
chocolates
galore.
have returned from a hunting ex table. Minne Smith chairman. Ame ard, Grace Colson. Annie Mullen, event will be the observance of
Fore Quarter
pedition at Nicatous Lake. Brought lia Kinney, Evelyn St Clair, Ellura Minnie Pettee. Olive Crockett. Ada Armistice Day. the full program of Beano will be one of the major at
FRANKFORTS
tractions
with
turkeys
and
chicken
back only one deer, but had a joy Hamlin. Gladys Hamlin, Anne Al Burpee; foods. Lina Carroll. Stella which appears elsewhere in this
MACARONI & CHEESE
as prizes. To those who do not care
den, Hattie Crouse, Ruth Crouse, McRae, Carrie House. Allie Black
ful time.
issue. Post Commander Austin P. to dance this beano will be open
VEAL
LOAF
LB.
PriaclUa Smith; games. Velma ington, Mertie McBride. Fannie Brewer asks for a large attendance
free of charge. Be sure and buy
MINCED HAM
Dr John Smith Lowe spoke at the Marsh, chairman. Kate Hall. Bessie Bickmore. Frances Burpee; utility
on each occasion.
your ticket right away and win the
roll call meeting of the Eclfast Red Church, Susie Karl Lucy Gross, table, Eliza Plummer. Susie Karl,
BOLOGNA
grand door prize.
Cross Society Friday. He delivered Ruth Thomas. Eliza Plummer, Doris Ames, Maude Tibbetts, F.
Brigadier-General H.
Burke
SOFT MEATED
WHILE
the Armistice Sunday sermon at the Elizabeth Gregory. Gladys Murphy Helen Paladino; candy. Came Chandler, Department Commander.
EACH
CUT FOR FRYING
THEY LAST
union service in Thomaston. He Jennie Feyler; grabs. Bernice Hatch Brown, Josephine Lothrop, Mae j Madison, Major Ernest C. Blckgave the evening address at the chairman, Bessie Maddocks. Cath- Cross, Rhoda Currier, Mary Brew- for(j Department Inspector, Colonel
SMOKED IN
meeting of the Educational Club in erne Libby, Helen Paladino, Mildred ster. grabs. Jennie Pietroski Irene T A oilman and Major Ralph GilROCKLAND
Rockport Monday. Wednesday Dr. Sprague. Sadie Thomas. Ellie Winslow, Anna Follett; quilt, Pris- i man cf Waterville, attended the
Lowe will addless the roll call meet Knowlton, Ella Flye. Hattie M. cilia Smith. Millie Gillie, Nellie meeting of Canton Lafayette Wed
DELIVERED TO US
ing of the Red Cross Society, in Vinal; supper Mae Cross chairman, Webster; flower booth, Ada Pay- nesday night, with Major Bickford
FRESH DAILY.
Lewiston. Monday night Nov. 14 he Emma Hall, Josephine Lothrop. son, Lena Rokes. Sarah Thomas
inspecting the Canton
Major L
Twenty
years'
experience
man

is to deliver one of the addresses Elizabeth Barton. Marguerite John Mina King, Ida Huntley. Beano I. Anderson and Captains Herbert
aging and rperating Chain Stores
at the dinner to be given at the City son. Stella McRae. Millie Thomas in the evening in charge of Priscilla
Keller and Leon Poland, were pres and Department Stores through
Club in Boston, in honor of the Altena Atheam and Doris Ames
Smith, with Blanche Shadie. Mary ent from Canton Molineaux. Other
out the country. Forceful mer
newly elected general superintend
Cooper. Lizzie French, Elizabeth guests present at the Auxiliary
chandiser and sales promoter.
JceXpI,eda?sVmer,can
ent, Rev. Robert Cummins, D D„
Murray. Emma Douglass and Grace meeting were Lady Effie Page, past
BORN
Expert at increasing profits by
and the new general secretary Rev.
The supper whs served by president, of the Maine Association
Freeman—At Rockland. Nov 3. Io Mr Lewis
eliminating waste. If your busi
John Ratcliff, D. D- Both men are and Mrs Bernard F Freeman, a son— Eliza Plummer and Ada Payson of Ladies' Auxiliaries and Ladles
David Flanklln Rogers.
ness
needs a stimulant, act at
officers of the UniveTsallst General
MacAleer—At Richmond. Va.. Oct 30. while Lina Carroll and Susie Karl Gilman and Bickford
A roast
once! Marrird and will reside in
Convention. The City Club event to Mr and Mrs. James MacAleer (Bar was appointed to serve on the next
beef supper was served by Lady
bara Wlnchenbach. formerly ot South
Rockland. All replies confiden
is one of natonal scope and will Waldoboro), a daughter—Ellen
supper committee Nov. 21. Armis Annie Ay 1 ward and committee.
tial. Write C. K- L., care The
bring together representatives from Chadwick—At Knox Hospital. Nov. —. tice Day was fittingly observed
Mr. and Mrs Merrill Chadwick of
Courier-Gazette.
distant parts of the country. Mr. to
Port Clyde, a daughter. Gwendolyn L. with the program dedicated to Clar
Rockland High School closes Its
REAL JELLY FILLER
and Mrs. Edward F. Glover will at
Doyle—At Lewiston. Oct. 31. to Mr ence Burleigh Huntley, a world war football season Armistice Day. play
134’lt
and Mrs. D. Joseph Doyle, formerly of
tend the meeting from Rockland Rockland, a daughter—Geary.
HOUSEWIFE BRAND—YOUR GUARANTEE IS
veteran, who gave his life in France ing in Bar Harbor. It is not easy to
p.nd represent the local church
PRINTED ON EVERY BAG
Drinkwater—At Knox Hospital. Oct. Mrs. Plummer road of the service dope out a result through compara
29. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Drinkwa
conducted for the first United tive scores, but a fairly good line
ter. a son.
Rummage Sale, Saturday. Nov.
States soldiers buried in France. may be obtained from the fact that
12, at Universalist Church. Doors
NEW 1938
MARRIED
Private Enright, Private Geesham Winslow High defeated Bar Harbor
TO ORDER YOUR
Littlefield-Davis—At Thomaston, Nov. and Private Hay.
CROP
open at 9 a. m—adv.
133-135
Other readings High 12 to 6. and won over Rock
5. by Rev. H. 8. Kllborn. Weslev G.
IN FAMOUS
Bar Harbor
Littlefield of Alton. N H . and Miss by Bessie Haraden. Stella McRae, land High 13 to 12.
Carleen A. .Davla of Thomaston.
APPLE JUGS
Josephine Lothrop, Doris Ames and Is known to 'have a very rugged lino,
Mosher-Parks—At North Adams. Mass.
POPULAR NEW
Nov. 5, by Rev. Pliny A. Allen. Jr., Ada IPayson; solo by Jennie Pie nnd an exceptional back field man
Dwight E Mosher, formerly of Rock troski.
CEREAL
in
Gray,
who
is
a
strong,
quick
land and Josephine B Parks of North
Pleasant Valley Grange
PURE CLOVER
PACKED IN
Adams.
kicker. The Rockland boys are ih I
HONEY
INDIVIDUAL 1 ABLE JARS
Hall
good
shape
except
Duff,
who
hurt
:
DIED
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
LET ME DEMONSTRATE
one of his shoulders In the Morse
MIDDLE ST.. ROCKLAND
Jenkins—At Winslow's Mills. Nov. 7,
The New 1939 Hoover Vacuum Clean,
Annie M . widow of Nathaniel C Jen
game. In view of the fact that the \
kins. age 77 years
Funeral Wednes er In your home. No obligation. Have
KID GLOVE
YELLOW, PEA.
WED., NOV. 9
day at 2 30 o'clock from Methcdlst your old cleaner serviced by a Hoov game will be played on a holiday, It'
KIDNEY
BRAND
Church.
er service man. Call Carlton Ripley, is expected that quite a number ol
10 LB. TURKEY AS DOOR
Nystrom—At Bangor, Nov. 7. Charles 767-W. Oliver street City.
PRIZE
tl)e
local
fans
will
follow
the
Orange
A Nystrom, Sr . of Rockland, age 74
134’lt and Black team to the summer capi
PACKED BY THE MEDOMAK CANNING CO.
years.
Funeral Wednesday afternoon
Axel E. Brunberg
Music By OTIS DEAN
at 2 o’clock from Burpee funeral home.
SQUASH. PUMPKIN. MINCEMEAT
tal of the Maine coast.
Cook—At Friendship, Nov 8. Jennie
Admission: Men 30c, Ladies 20c
Tel. 197-W
H . wife of George M. Cook. , age 56
writ years,
7 months and 28 daiys.
414 Main St., Rockland
Rummage sale at Odd Fellows hall
--------- DANCE----------134T-Satl57
Tuesday, Nov. 15, doors open at 9. ad.
JENNESS ROBBINS

WALDO THEATRE

>938 NOVEMBER11,38
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30

4 5
11 12
18 19
25 20
-rs.

TALK OF THE TOWN

SALAD A Tea

Soda Crackers A

07c

TT ™NER M f

Graham Crackers “. Qr
V
3 lbs 25/
FIG BARS
29/
RUMP STEAK

SIRLOIN STEAK

25/

HAMBURG
STEAK
LAMB
CHOPS

79c

CHICKENS,

EXECUTIVE

SMOKED FILLETS,

AVAILABLE

FRESHLY SHELLED CLAMS,

pound 12c

pint 17c

FRESH DAILY-PENOBSCOT BAY SCALLOPS

DO NOT FORGET

CALENDARS

DANCE

FOR 1939

The
Bald Mountain Co.

EVAPORATED MILK,
IVORY SOAP,
PERRY’S 19 COFFEE,
PERRY’S SUPREME DOUGHNUTS,
JELLY ROLLS,
FLOUR,
SUGAR, granulated,
DATES,
SWEET CIDER,
CORN KIX,
HONEY,
MICHIGAN PEA BEANS,
BEANS,

3 tins 25c

ONE PIE,

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

861-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

In loving memory of our dear son and
brother who died on Nov. 10, 1934.
He brought his Jove to gladden us
And though his stay was brief
We have his lovely memories
As solace for our igrlef;
And though the angels called for him
Much sooner than we planned
We'll brave the bitter grief that came.
We'll try to understand.
Fathe. Mother. Sisters and Brother
Searsmont.
•
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my many friends
and neighbors Including the Helpful
Club and the Ladles' Aid of Cushing
who sent cards, flowers, letters, bas
kets and other gifts during my stay
at Knox Hoapltal, also ,Dr. Fogg, Dr
Keller and the nurses.
Mrs Mary Flint

South Cushing

♦

9

-:,-y

SEAPLANE SERVICE
For $2.50 each way

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

(Round trio rate discontinued)
LEAVE DAILY
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8 00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M
3.00 F. M^
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
ROCKLAND, MAINE
134-135

4 cans 23c
2 large cakes 15c
2 pounds 35c
2 dozen 29c
each 17c
24^ lb bag 55c
10 pounds 46c
3 pounds 25c
gallon 31c
2 packages 23c
each 5c
2 quarts 19c
21getins 23c

FLORIDA ORANGES,
NATIVE SQUASH,
EXTRA LARGE GRAPEFRUIT,
KRAFT AMERICAN CHEESE,

2 dozen
pound
4 for
pound

49c
2c
25c
25c

BUY THURSDAY FOR FRIDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY FRIDAY,
ARMISTICE DAY.

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 EOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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j Alice Gray and Mrs. Helen Gray.
' Officers will rehearse for inspection
Nov. 25.
Wardell
MacFarland
is
serving
on
The students taking Vocational
• • • •
the
Jury
in
Rockland.
Agriculture met last Tuesday to de
High
School
Activities
ALENA L. STARRETT
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
cide whether or not to organize a
(Bv
Marlon
Wallace)
Correspondent
LEARN ABOUT THEM AT OUR
chapter of "Future Farmers of daughter Eda, Mrs. Melvin Lawry
Plays have been selected for the
America." This is a national or and Mrs. Ray Wlnchenpaw were
four one-act play contest between
TeL 49
ganization with chapters in 47 recent Bangor visitors.
the classes. They are, seniors,
States Porto Rico, and Hawaii. It
Miss Georgianna Winchenpaw is
7.15 O’CLOCK
“Mrs. O' Leary's Cow;'' juniors,
was decided to organize a chapter visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sim
The annual Red Cross member-1
"Sow's Ear;'1 sophomores, "Not
and to adopt- the National and mons in Lewiston.
ship drive will open Wednesday.:
Quite Such a Goose;" freshmen,
State Constitution and by-laws.
Mrs. Edgar Libby and son of The committee will be. Mrs. Grace "Christmas Trimmings.''
“Ted" Hall. Arthur Creamer, and Thomaston were guests Friday of Wyllie. Mrs. P. D. Starrett, Mrs,
3b
Leroy Norwood, Mrs. Austin Kai- ! The volley ball series results finds
Clifton Miller attended the Andre- Mrs. Harvey Brown.
loch, Miss Bertha Teague, Miss) tlu‘ Jun*°is sti" Hi the lead al-|
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons and daugh
scoggin Poultry and Pet Show at
Olive Teague. Mrs. Clifford Over- though a tle game was 10
P1**’*1
Lewiston with their instructor, Mr. ter Geneva were recent visitors in
lock. Mrs. Chester Wallace and Miss ofr Thursday with the sophomores
Gerry.
Rockland.
Ella Simmons. Those who live in t0 determine if they can be beaten,
Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter territory not covered by these soli- Ithe results of wWch were 1101 known
Assembly was called Thursday
and Miss Greta Rogers of Boston Bda, accompanied by Mrs Oertrude citors may pass contributions to 8t tllls writin8- The game Wtdnesspoke on the Amateur Hour at the Oliver and son Llewellyn motored Mrs Angellne Greenough at the day between the Whomores and
theatre. She was searching for lo Sunday to Woolwich, where they library. One-half of the funds re- Ithe junlors was «”«“»ered the most
cal talent which she was confident called on Mr. and Mrs. Charles ceived will be left in town for local!cxclllng gan,e 50 far
The firsi
Haley.
she would find.
needs Last vear. one-half of the 8ame was won by the junicrs’
The remains of Mrs. Ethelyn
-'ophomore. did a
The Freshmen held a question (Verge) Semarjian who died in money solicited paid for four pairs 566011(1 gan,e
juniors.
box recently and discussed having Boston were brought here Sunday of glasses, medical supplies, and dandy j°b in
hospitalization
for
a
tonsil-adenoid
16
t0
14
thereby
tlein
«
the
resultfi
a weenie roast at some future date. for burial. Mrs. Semarjian was the
operation
i standing of all classes ln volley ball.
The
Sophomore
girls
and
boys
gave
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
daughter of Capt. Enos Verge, for
Mrs Lizzie Robinson. Mrs. Mae Thursday morning was: Junlors
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. r basketball demonstration. New merly of this town.
Perry
and son. Alton of Rockland, won 4. lost 0; eopluomeres. won 2,
___________________ ______________________________________________ - rules were given and future games
The Pythian Sisters will sponsor
lost 2. seniors, won 2 and lost 3;
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kelly of | and Mr. and Mrs. C. Payson of \were discussed. The Junior Girls a pie social and march Tuesday were guests Saturday of Mr and freshmen, won 1, and lost 4.
Mrs.
Chester
Castner.
the
occasion
Kezar Falls, Mrs. Ethel Pillsbury East Union were guests Sunday of1 eave ,lw toys a lfSS<>n on ballroom night at the K. P. hall.
Mr. Kempton introduced a plan
being the birthday anniversary of
cf Gorham N. H„ Miss Louise Young Mr. and Mrs Amos Achorn.
| dancing. There are still murmurs j
Thursday by which the school will |
Mrs
Castner.
Callers
during
the
and MLss Eloise Fenderson of Blaine Mrs Edwin Pearson has been 01 disagreement floating around the j
Golden Wedding Anniversary
be able to raise money for the
were weekend guests of Mr- and visiting relatives in Lynn. Mass.
jJunior room Mr Hancock read toi Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Jordan day were Mr. and Mrs. Claude Student Council.
He gave the
Averill,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Judson
GarMrs
I Natalie
„ Simmons
„■
story, I Whltney celebrated their golden nett. and Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Lawrence
Lawrence Weston
wesiun
of. Bath spentJ the seniors a very
. interesting
,, •
Discussion
Fiske | school several fine points in selling
RUTH CLI FF
Mrs, Harold Benner returned to Sunday with her grandparents Mr
6
er 0
>
wedding anniversary Sunday, by ( and son Merrill.
j during hLs address.
The High
HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
i followed.
Belmont. Mass. Monday after pass- and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
School
is
divided
into
two
teams
keeping open house and in the
The Baptist Mission Circle will
In Problems of Democracy class I afternoon and evening received meet Wednesday for work at the with Miss Perry and Miss Goodwin
ing a week at the home of Stephen
Everyone Invited
Food Given Away
Mrs. Ethel Miller and Mrs. Web
Mr Hancock is starting a series of J many of their relatives and friends.
at the head of tlie "Americans,’’
A. Jones.
133-lt
ber of Bangor have been recen!
Montgomery rooms.
An important business meeting of !onti Miss Maxcy alld Mr °*y lead'
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Perry of Old ^s^ of Mr and Mrs. Austin 1 mdormal debates on present day The house decorations were essocial and economic problems
pecially lovely and were of pine, the officers and teachers of the Bap- *‘g (he “Nationals" MLss Annette
Town were weekend visitors at the Miner..
This literary gem, a “short essay
Sanborn home. Mrs- Lura Wins
UNION
The teachers of the schools cf
In observance of Education Week bittersweet. Japanese lanterns and tUt Church school will be held t6am 56111,18 th6 most subscriptions
on frogs,” by a young immigrant
low returned to Old Town with Mr.!Union ” met
the'high”schoo’! 'be public is invited to attend a chrysanthemums. The centerpiece Wednesday after the mid-week Haskell is the arbitrator. The
from Norway, is quoted from the
will not only earn funds for <he I
and Mrs. Perry and will visit them bulIding
afternoon Sup- Session Thursday from 7.30 to 9. At for
servlng uble was of wh“6 service.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard and "Bulletin" of the Chicago Board of
school,
but
will
be
treated
on
ice
i
The Susannah Wesley Society will A D Gray pres5ded Twenty-four Ithis tlme there wU1 be an opportun- j PomP°ms in a crystal bowl set on
Friends here were pleased to hear
Mrs. Laura DanleU attended the | Education:
meet Thursday aftemoon with Mrs teachers attended
il>' t0 see the work of the Agricul- Battenburg lace.
Mrs. Whitney the voice of Rev. Howard A. Welch, i cream at Mr
Trinity
Union meeting Sunday in , “What a wonderful bird the frog
Geneva Welt. Plans for the annual Mrs J&mes Harkins
Misstural Department and Guidance cut her brldes cake mttde and in Bangor, who broadcast over Prizes will be given to all pupil’
] selling subscriptions and the school L*berty.
! suet When
stand he sit, almost,
Christmas fair win be discu^ed.
'
Courses which should prove inter- beautifully decorated by Mrs. Percy WLBZ. Thursday and Friday morn
will
receive
commission
from
both
Erwin
Miller
is
at
Knox
Hoswhen
he
hop
he
fly, almost. He
Moody of Waldoboro. Those who ings at 8:15 to 8:30, in a special
A Thanksgiving Ball will be held Augustfl and Togus
esting.
ain’t got no sense, hardly. He ain't
served were Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler broadcast of Bangor churches. teams. The contest will end Nov. P'^al for treatment.
in the high school auditorium. Nov I ,
, _
24 This affair is sponsored by Mr' and Mrs B c Reed of P*”1’:
! and Mrs. Charles M. Starrett, of Rev. Mr. Welch U supplying at the 16 All subscriptions will be grate-1 Seven Tree Grange works the got no tail hardly, either, when he
Music will V Iand retumed home Monday after SOUTH WALDOBORO
' third and fourth degrees
Wednesdav alt he sit on what he ain't got, alThomaston, and Mrs. Helen Cush- Columbia St. Baptist Church in fully received
Meenahga Grange.
furnished by the All Staters.
a^ of *n days
Miss
1
------The sophomore class was sponsor on candidates. Harvest lunch will most.”
man and Miss Kathryn Jameson, of Bangor, until the arrival of the
j of an enjoyable social recently. A I be served.
------------------MLss Pern Allen of Bangor was
R
Miss Helen Corbett and Mrs. Friendship. Mr and Mrs. Whitney regular pastor
There
U
one man you and I will
were
presented
gifts
of
money,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Crory
and
large
crowd
attended
and
the
event
W.
J.
Bryant
and
Mrs.
Eva
Sayguest Sunday at the Sanborn home
....
Collamorp of Rrv-viond
Erwin Weiblen and son William of 1 aleua wouamore of Rockland mace ! flowers, and received many cards
daughter Miss Madeline Crory of Proved a success. Music was fur- j ward called Wednesday on friends n6V,er !*ve long enough to forget.
< ,i . am s ree
Nnrfnn
Cooper's Mills were callers Sundav a business visit Friday in this comin Washington.
_ j He is the fellow who came to us the
Mr and Mrs Whitney, who was Augusta were callers Sunday after- ntshed by Theodore Siili. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Norton of ■
.
- munltv
White Plain. N. Y, passed the week- jat .the home of Mr and Mrs' B G
tackled our first job.
| the former Miss Lavinia Jameson. noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Stunpscn Jr. and Christine Jones. There was a large attendance at Jm0Illing
end with Mrs. Mary Wade. The" -IdlerOne of this town's oldest resi- of Friendship, were married at the Leland Philbrook.
Ice cream and
»ld at in- the cooking school Wednesday aft- put hb hand on our shoulder, and
vith a smile, said Jn the friendliest
returned home Monday accompan- t Mrs Maude
°*y was a dents, Mrs Helen Winchenbavh, Methodist parsonage, Tottenville,
ernoon.
Raychel Emerson and mother. termission
'sort of a way, “My boy, you are
ied by Mrs. Wade who will visit Bangor visitor Mondaycelebrated her 84th birthday Nov. 2. Staten Island. New York. Nov. 6. Mrs Edwin Emerson entertained at
The school now has a footba.l,
Ie.r!8tt,ln8 along
Take 11 easythem for some time.
I1""*? “ T IS
“ l0Vtag,y
by
^ Mr Wiggs They [ dinner Saturday night. Rev. and and the boys are enjoying the game' recent rueaU of MrTnd Mrs' Fred
don't get worried, and if you need
Miss Hazel Dav returned Monday Eu5t15 Were 8,16515 Saturday
Mr : called by nei8hbors and
« resided at Prince Bay, Staten Mrs. L. Clark French and daughter 'teg-football'
Burkett
aiwovc ki"dly remembered
------a on
— her
v— Island, for two years while Mr. I olenlce and Mr and Mrs °
any help, just call on me "
to Chestnut Hill.
“ano
““ Mrs. A. D. Gray.
NatiOnal Education Week will be duiach.
At the latest meeting of the WornMl ar.d Mrs Lecard Jackson ..f
and ^Iry p°bert Reed. Port- natal anniversaries.
Whitney was employed in the gold Walker
! observed Tuesday and Thursday an s Community Ciub j. Asbury Pit- ‘ Ke 1)veth ]ong who Uveth well; "
Lewistor. were '.s.’.ws Sunday at land *cre^weekend guests of Mr
Mrs Annie B young of Rock- deparftnent of the S S. White denAn Armistice Day program will afternoons at the high school. Par- man n, oai„m
and
... , ,
u
„
and
Mrs.
Francis
Reed.
th? home cf Mrs Jessie Benner.
land is visiting Mrs. Emma Brown. 141 factory. They then retumed to be given Wednesday at the meeting ents and friends are Invited to visit ton address<>ri a larv’e nnmher at
r * h • ' ° U h1*"8 aWa\'
• * • *
Friendship, their native town, and Of E A Surrett Auxiliary SUV
____________
’ *ddres56d a large number of
llwth ingest who can tell
Har.-y H Veikins of Portland has!
Mrs Clarence Hard.ng of Au until a few years ago they occupied Dinner wU1
Mrs. Annie M. Jenkins
served under the
vnnTU w/vddcm
““d gUCSU
topiC WaS °f trUe thlng tfuly 6ach day
been a recent business visitor here.!
the old Jameson homestead, being direction of Mrs Ella Cunningham. - NORTH_WARREN
_What has baPjtened “> Cttedio- Then Jill each hour with what will
Mrs. A. E Boggs will be hostess Annie M - widow of Nathaniel C.l burndale is passing a short time at
Workmen
to the Bridge Club Wednesdav Jenkins, died Monday at her home i r
ome n.r.
the fifth generation of direct d*s- I and Mrs Edna Jones. They ask
and
Alford wiley of JeJ.!
remarks
' two
!
ast^
Kight.
' in Winslow's Mills at the age of 77. | are enga8ed in rePalrin>5 the house cent to reside there. For 20 years members not solicited, to please fer£on wilI move here
and J *
’“IBUy Up the m°mentS 85 th6y g°
John Grant of Castine spent the she 15 survived by two daughters,; and building a new garage,
Europe, one being pre-war, the other j The life above when this is past
he was employed as a clerk in the furnish sweets.
|cupy the Stevens pro ty jy.
showing changes of boundaries and i i., the ripe fruit of life below,
weekend in town.
Mrs Mary Brown and Mrs. Ellen
Two local boys arrested for van- Jameson and Wotton store and was
The fajr of the Congregational ward
former
t
government. Mr. Pitman was en
-Horatio Bonar
Miss Carol Stevens passed Sat- Cuthbertson and three sons. Wil- dalism of the cemetarv, were ar- later engaged in scallop fishing. Ladies' Circle will open at 2:30. has moved
the Willls Mood
thusiastically received, his address
urday at her home in Bath.
llam Jenkins. James Jenkins and 1 rainged in Wiscasset court and put He has served two terms in the Thursday at the chapel. Supper farm on $be Middle rood
very instructive and interesting. Tlie
Sumner Hancockand Austin
Roland Jenkins of Rockland.
on probation for two years. They State Legislature as a representa- win be served at 6 o'clock under the
„
,
tive. He is a charter member and direction of Mrs. Dana Smith, Mrs
° man Ls on Jury duty m next meeting will be held at the
Miller attended tlie Bowdoin-Maine Funeral services will be held at were fined the costs of court, $12
j club rooms Tuesday at 2.30, hostesses
game Saturday in Brunswick.
'be Winslow s Mills Methodist
Union Aid wlll ho'd an all-day Past Chancellor of Meduncook E B. Clark. Mrs. George Walker.
DUE TO
The fair and chicken supper held Mrs. Lela Haskell. Agnes Creighton,;
“Jimmy and Dick, the Novelty Church Wednesday at 2 SO o'clock. session Nov. 17 at Mrs. Edna Tur Lodge. K P. Mrs. Whitney is a Mrs Albert Peabody. Mrs. Henry
V.
Starrett.
Mrs.
Fred
Starrett.
Mrs
gently
by
White
Oak
Grange
was
Ida
?
essey
:
chairman
of
program
Boys" will be at the high school au- i Rev O G Barnard will officiate,
Past Chief of Friendship Temple,
ner's.
Ida Robbins.
A. W Ordway, and Mrs. William most successful, all members conditorium Saturday night. This en
P. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred King of Mt To quickly relieve distress—rub sooth
School Notes
tertainment is being sponsored by
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney are now Russell. An enterUinment. "The tributing liberally The net proceeds
Vernon
were recent callers on Mr. ing, warming Musterole on your chest,
The Glee Club met last Tuesday
73 and 68 years old. respectively, comical Country Cousins" will be amounted to $145.63
the Fire Department.
throat and back.
and Mrs. Henry Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wellman and Wednesday and practiced singMusterole is NOT “just a salve." It's
They have four children: Gertrude presented at 8 o’clock at Town hall
a “counter-irTitant” containing good
READ ALL THE NEWS
Mabel (Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler); I Supper Friday at Crescent Temremedies for distress of
GEORGES RIVER ROAD old-fashioned
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
Sumner Prince, of Rockland; Leona p]e, p g, wui be served by Mrs.
colds—oil of mustard, menthol, camphor
and other helpful ingredients.
OS’
2C
Marie (Mrs. Charles M. Starrett);
----- --------------That’s why it gets such fine results—
There will be a meeting at the
Bion Elwood, of Thomaston. They
than the old-fashioned mustard
home of Rev. Alex Raita Thursday better
also have four grandchildren: Rich
plaster. Musterole penetrates the surface
r.ight
at
7
o'clock.
Mrs.
Raita
will
skin, stimulates, warms and soothes and
ard Whitney Peyler, Miss Barbara
rerve refreshments to all who at quickly helps to relieve local congestion
Frances Feyler and Warren Win
and pain. Used by millions for 30 years.
6
10 II 12
11
b
9
5
7
4
tend. Everyone is welcome.
I
throp 'Whitney, all of Thomaston,
Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. In 3 strengths: Regular, Chil
and Mrs. Carleen Davis Littlefield.!
5
14
13
"Be strong to suffer, be strong to dren's (Mild) and Extra Strong. 40*.
of Laconia, New Hampshire; and (
dare,
one great-grandchild, Richard T. i
IB
17
llo
Be strong to speak, let your words
Feyler. of Thomaston—Portland
23
ring true.
20
21 22
Press Herald.
19
Be strong the burdens of life to bear.
w
2b 27
25
Be strong to wait and be strong
SEED POTATO GROWERS
to do."—Margaret E. Sangster.
30
29
2%
To Be Repre- ented In Florida By a
Maine Potato Expert
3i
32
31

ir.g for services at the Methodist
Church.

FRIENDSHIP

WARREN
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New Ways To Please
Your Family

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9
ODD FELLOWS HALL, UNION

Q&rnuatice~

♦DAY*

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

COUGHS
COLDS

YOU NAME IT!

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Better Vision for Driving Safety

34

35

—and you can have it! Every lan
guage, including the Greek, L«.b a
38 39
] 3b
37
word for this globe-trotting menu
favorite, but if it’s hot and freshly43
brewed, it’s good under any name!
HO
41 42
Old Omar shouted "Qahwah"
w
when he boiled the first beans 1000
4b
i 45
44
years ago—and the gay "Caf4" is
part of the modern Frenchman’s
hT
49 56
47
day. The Chinese call it "Kia-fey”
w
and the hardy Laplander averages
5b
54 55
52 53
51
20 cups of strong "Kaffe” daily. Our
I American Indians learned to say
59
58
I ’’Kaufee”. Even Eskimo esquires
57
and roving Mongol males take
"time-out" for a mug of ’’Teoutse’’
b0
bl
(Tootsie to you)—and if Esperanto
is the language of the future, every
one will ask for “Kafva” some day.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
We call it “coffee”—and the best
15-Goes at a steady
46- House addition
1-Circled
of it comes from Latin-America to
pace
47- Near by
7-Rascals
gladden palates all over the world.
48- Musical instrument 20-Harmonizing
13- Ailment
Good taste and aroma are assured
22-A
compass
point
49Fundamental
14- Prescribed rule of
If we follow these international
(abbr.)
51-Achieve
conduct
rules: always use fresh coffee and
25Seizes
with
the
teeth
54-0
n
16- Conjunction
enough of it—one heaping table
26Fog-horn
56Pronour
17- Otherwise
spoon to the cup; protect coffee
27Sits
in
authority
57Utter
18- Sooner
after purchase; keep coffee-making
over
others
58Cuddled
19- Surmount by climb
equipment clean; and make the cof
29- Citrous fruit (pi.)
60- Regard
fee fresh every time.
ing
30Marauding
expedi

61Rich
church
hanging
21-Monetary unit
tion
23- County (abbr.)
32- Ventures
VERTICAL
(Solution to previous puzzle)
24- High (Mus.)
33- A people of Jugo
25- Twists
slavia
1- One who goes round
26- String on a stick
Te]
35- Encompass
2- You and me
28- Obtain
36Wealth
3- Stagger
29- Rows
38-Appeaser
4- Valley
30- Kindles
39- Refused
5- A letter
31- Scholarly
6- Extended downward, 40- Stop
33- lnflamed places on
41- Crown
as a well
the skin
42- Even (contr.)
7- Wastes
34- Titled
8- Scotch measure of 45-Segment
35- Cauterizes
capacity (pi.)
36- lgnites
48- Part of a hammer
37- Pertaining to Uranus 9- L ofty
49- Dominate
10- Eleven hundred fifty 50- An insect (pi.)
40- Fruits of the pine
11- Prince Edward
41— Stiff felt hat
52- Kind of lettuce
Island (abbr.)
43_Flve hundred fifty53- Sever
12- Varieties
one
13- Prescribed quantity 55-People (abbr.)
44-Unit of work
59-The (Fr.)
of medicine
4$-Wharf»

1

John L. Scribner of Orono left
Monday for Florida where, for the
third successive season, he will rep
resent Maine seed potato growers
and shippers in the early potato
producing areas, the Maine De
velopment Commission announced
! todayJ Scribner, a potato expert, will
promote the sale of Maine seed and
will develop new markets for the
Maine product throughout the areaIn addition, he will act as a good
will representative for Maine seed
interests.
E L. Newdick. Plant Division
Chief of the Maine Department of
Agriculture said that the work is
of great importance to Maine grow
ers revealing that other seed pro
ducing regions maintain represen
tatives in the south where they com
pete with Maine for the lucrative
seed trade.
Scribner's trip south is made pos
sible, Maine Development Commis
sion officials said, by utilizing part
of the legislative appropriation
turned over to that organization
earmarked for agricultural adver
tising and promotion. None of his
expenses, it was explained, will
come from the tax levied on grow
ers by the Potato Tax law.

We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal

Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
priced at only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
and the better class of cards at prices
exceptionally low

These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card

OBJECTS WITHIN the 40-foot danger zone of a car traveling at 30
m.p.h. and now hidden from view will be clearly visible to the driver of
a 1939 car as evidenced by these comparative photos just released by
officials of General Motors’ Fisher Body division. Above: An Indication
of the wide field of vision afforded the driver of a new Buick 40. Below:
The same scene with templates covering the increase in the area of the
windshield. Note that the boy on the wagon Is completely obscured, jj
As much as 413 square inches of glass have been added to the windfhleld end windows of the new models.
---------- -------

Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for alt their warm cheer
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Postage 10 cents extra.

Don t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Samples on display at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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Every-Other-Day

VINAL HAVEN

★★★★

MRS OSCAR C LANE
Correspondent

Red Cross Seeks Cut
In Accident Toll

Courier-Gazette Want Ads work
wonders.

A*

atomach should dlfMt two pounds of food
When you eat hoary, freaiy. coarse or rich
foods or when you are nervous, hurried or chew
ly—your stomach pouri out too much fluid.
r food doesn't digest and you hare gas. heart
burn, nausea, pain or sour atomach. You feel sour,
■Irk and upset all orcr.
Doctors say nerer take a laxative for stomach
pain. It Is dangerous and foollah. It takes those
little black tablets called Bell-am for Indigestion
to make the exceaa stomach fluids harmless, relieve
distress ln 5 minutes and put you back on your
feet Relief Is ao quick It li amaalng and ooe J5e
package proves It Ask far Dell-ana for Indigestion.

4U1j.

K

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
Lights and Small Appliances
Installed and serviced
Promptly

W. W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 19-W

Vinal Haven & Rockland
Steamboat Company
ROCKLAND

Service To:
VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
FRENCHBORO
WINTER SERVICE
Effective Tuesday, Oct. 11
(Subject to change without notice,

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
122-tf

PORT CLYDE

THE JOLLY JUNIORS CLUB

NORTH HAVEN

____
Gloria Temple, P. S will hold its
annual inspection Wednesday with
Grand Chief Mary Elder of Port
land and Golda Hall, district deputy
of Camden as guests. All mem
bers are invited.
Myrtle Greenlaw is spending a
few days at Eagle Island.
Mrs Stanley Quinn has retumed
from Rockland and is occupying her
house at Pulpit Harbor. Mr Quinn
is employed in New York.
Mrs. Laura Dyer has retumed
from flve weeks' visit with relatives
in Plainville, Conn Northport and
Camden, and will reside here for the
winter.
Elston Beverage and Foster Mor
rison are hunting in the Maine
woods.
Lawrence Grant and Mr. and Mrs
Burtis Brown motored to Machias
recently.
Mrs. Stella Whitmore retumed
home Saturday, having spent sev
eral weeks visiting her daughter.
Mrs. Fred Howard in Portland.
Mrs. Mabel Ames is servng on the
traverse jury in Rockland.

Among the hunters returning
with deer are William Pease,
Clarence Hupper and Lloyd BreenAlbert Simmons is in ill health.
Rev. Augustus Thompson occu
pled the pulpit Sunday at the Ad- |
vent Christian ChurchBertie Simmons, Jr., has employ- |
ment in Bristol, N. H.
Mrs. Guy Vannah has returned to
Massachusetts after spending sev
eral weeks at her cottage.
John T. Leach is passing a few
weeks at the Poster home in Thom
aston.
Mrs. Maud Stone and son Charles j
visited at Pleasant Point recently. (
Mrs. Electa Hopkins was hostess,
Wednesday to the Baptist Circle.
Misses Josephine Thompson and
Pauline Thompson spent the week
end at the home of Mrs. Marguerite
Johnson in Rockland.

MARTINSVILLE

’—

. By EARLE FERRIS

— — — — —♦

days he had received flve hundred
copies of the poem from listeners.
• • •
Bill Goodwin is a versatile radio per
sonality heard from the coast on
many networks. He recently played
a dramatic role on "Silver Theatre”
and regularly does comedy and an
nouncing on other programs.

Jean Hersholt likes
his “Dr. Christian
role best
Jean Hersholt, beloved screen star who
in more than 25 years in Hollywood
has played hundreds of roles, likes
best of all the “DR, CHRISTIAN”
he portrays on the radio.
The understanding doctor of River’s
End is the same sort of small-town
practitioner Hersholt has made so
popular in his Dionne Quintuplet
pictures, the latest of which, “Five of
a Kind,” he has just completed.
It’s the continual challenge of the
microphone that Jean Hersholt en
joys. In creating Dr. Christian every
week for the radio audience, he is of
course without makeup, costume or
otherdevicesofthecamera.The veteran
character actor must depend on his
vocal intonation alone to convey sym
pathy, humor or, when the good doctor
is aroused, anger and scorn.
And it’s the depth of character tlie
wise and lovable Dr. Christian has
that makes him Jean Hersholt's favor
ite. Everybody in River’s End brings
his physical and spiritual troubles to
Dr. Christian, who invariably finds a
cure or solution.

Mrs. .Hans Weisse and children
have returned to New York city
Edw. Chaples called Sunday on
friends in town.
Standing, lift *.i right: Marilyn Carver. Ruth Carver president, Jane
Mrs. Harold Hupper entertained
Libby secretary. Sitting, left to right: Ruth Arey chaplain, Dclnia Calder- the Ladies of the ”63ers' at tea
wtud guard. Joann Johnson treasurer.
Thursday afternoon. She was as
sisted by Mrs. A. J. Rawley; Mrs
and Mrs. Elbert Burton. Mr. and
SPRUCE HEAD
H A Harris poured.
Mrs. Corbett sail Nov. 11 for a
Miss Viletta Chadwick has em
Mrs. Cassie McLeod returned cruise to the West Indies.
ployment in New York city.
Sunday from a week's visit with her
Mrs. L. C. Elwell spent Wednes
William Harris, Harold Hupper.
niece, Mrs. Arthur Bunker at Hall’s day afternoon in Rockland with her
A. J Rawley, Cecil Andrews, Rod
Quarry.
MINTURN
son Clifford of Burnt Island Coast ney, Adelbert and Maurice Sim
Donald York went Tuesday to Guard Station.
mons are on a hunting trip in
Mrs Curtis Robinron and son j
Roques Bluff on a hunting trip and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty, Jr., are Washington County.
Wayne have returned to Bernard [
to visit his sister. Mrs. Guy Morse. visiting Mr. Batty’s aunt in Groton,
Mr. and Mrs. (Lester Spencer and
after visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Singer and two chil Conn.
son Lester have moved to Water
Mrs. Fred Turner, Jr.
dren returned last Tuesday to their
,
Mrs. Callie Morrill called recent bury, Coniv
Miss Lunette Stanley of Bar Har
Mrs.
Etta
Harris.
Mrs.
Winnie
1
home at Manana Fog Signal Sta ly on relatives in Warren.
bor is guest of her aunt, Mrs Ches- j
tion after a week's visit with Mr.‘
Simmons accompanied Mrs. Mar
ter Sprague.
and Mrs. Fred Batty.
A man burst into a crowded rail garet Simmons to Bangor where
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dyer of
she
attended
the
Teachers
’
OonvenJ
Mrs. Stella Elwell of Scuth Thom way car. "Has anyone here any
aston was a visitor last Tuesday at whisky? A lady is having a fit in tion. Others attending were Mrs | North Haven spent the weekend
with Mrs. Dyer's parents. Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Ella Cook.
the next coach.” A half-pint bottle Claribel Andrews Mrs Gertrude {
Mrs Nelson Sprague of Stanley's
Hupper
and
Miss
Christina
CrockMr and Mrs. Charles E. Carr and materialized from somewhere and
Point. A chicken dinner was en
,
ett.
the
man
proceeded
to
drink
it.
Vincent Carr were dinner guests,
Mrs F H. (Pierson is critically ill joyed Sunday at the home of Mr.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence "Thank you." he said, “It always
‘
at
her home. Her father Alvin and Mrs. Sprague by Mr. and Mrs.
did make me nervous to see a wom
Carr at their home in Rockland.
Hurd of Ash Point and her daugh- Dyer. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomp- j
Miss Ercell Simmons is employed an in a fit."
{
ter Alvalene of University of Maine son, Calvin Stanley, Mr. and Mrs.
by Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan in Rock
i Theodore Buswell and family and
The servants on Sir Thomas Lip- •ere with her.
land for a few dags.
I Mrs. Etta Sprague.
Mrs.
Cecil
Andrews
and
Mrs.
A
Miss Beverly Simmons is visiting ton’s yacht are Cingalese and wear
The Ladies Aid held a supper
her grandmother. Mrs Minnie Par long hair and short kilts—their na J Rawley are guests of Mrs H. H.
Wednesday at the ’home of Mrs.
Hupper
while
their
husbands
are
tive dress. Landing with three of
ker in Swans Island.
| Burleigh Staples.
Miss Mildred Harvey has returned them at a French port, he was I hunting.
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of Sullivan
to her home in Rockland after horrified to overhear a stranger re
i
who
has been visiting her daughCLARK ISLAND
several days’ visit with her grand mark:
| ter. Mrs. Alden Stanley, is passing
mother. Mrs. Lucy Wall.
"That’s Tommy Lipton with his
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis and Rev. the winter at Winter Haven, Fla.,
Lambert Corbett has returned three black wives!”
John
Holman all of Port Clyde as guest of her son. Kenneth
from Orono for a few extra days’
“I’m going to make them grow
spent an evening with Mr. and Mrs. ! Bragdon.
vacation and is at the home of Mr beards." says Sir Thomas, grimly.
Charles Butler recently.
Miss Beverly Simmons of Spruce
Mrs. Mabel Allison, Mr. and Mrs. Head is visiting her grandmother,
Robert Gerrish and George W. Mrs. Minnie Parker.
Blethen of Rockland were guests
Mrs. Nettie Tinker who at present
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Robert is residing in Thomaston, is ill.
McGee.
Mbs. Frank Sprague entertained
Mrs. Marie Weeks of Ritz Carlton
a group of friends Wednesday at
Hotel cf Boston and friend of New
York city called Thursday after
noon on Mrs. Maurice Jones.
Mrs Helen Magnuson of Hing
ham, Mass., has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Victor Blomberg.
Mrs. Mary G. Baum is passing
the winter with her daughter. Mrs
Margaret Maker of Spruce Head.
Robert Williams and his two
daughters were callers Thursday
afternoon on Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Mrs. Victor Blomberg visited last
Tuesday with her sister, Mrs.
Stewart Ames of Rockland.
Mrs. Frank Johnson has returned
home from Quincy, Mass. She has
employment in Thomaston.
Mrs. Charles Butler was guest
Friday of Mrs. Abbie Grant at
Rockland Highlands.
Miss Margaret Rogers has em
ployment in Camden.

BILLION DOLLAR SHOW!

Martha Raye, above, featured on
the Al Jolson program, still experi
ences stage fright when singing in
theatres. For years, Martha re
fused to sing ln public because she
was convinced that she would go to
pieces from nervousness.
• • •
Brewster Morgan, producer of
’ Hollywood Hotel." had to start the
new season with an entirely new
cast outside of Frances Langford,
the singer. The rating of the show
indicates what a fine job lie has
accomplished.

I Opening of NBC's new studios ln
Hollywood has Bob Burns wondering
he should throw his bazooka on
I ^le new floor at the conclusion of
each ot his Thursday night "Music
I Hall" broadcasts or get a heavy
rubber mat to toss it on. The heavy
I bazooka makes a dent in the comI position flooring used in the broad! casting studios.
• • •
j Jack Benny, radio’s best-dressed
man, encourages informal garb at
i rehearsals. He dresses in gabardine
slacks and a camel's hair sweater,
while Mary Livingstone leans to a
navy blue blouse and a slacks eni semble. Andy Devine likes dungarees
with a coat to match and Phil Harris
wears a sweater and plaid trousers.

In finding ’’play-on’’ selection for
“We, the People” program guests.
Mark Warnow, music conouctor.
above, has never been stumped. He
often thinks up airs to introduce the
program's more unusual guests,
which frequently come from the
popular music folio present and past
■ • •
Frank Black is the adviser to Radio
Row’s musicians. The General Music .
Director of NBC. noted ior his wide
knowledge of his subject, is sought by .
many instrumentalists for opinions
• • •
Dr. William L. Stidger recently said
in a noontime "Getting the Most
Out of Life” broadcast that he had
lost his copy of a poem beginning
"Jim Died Today." Within a few

dinner. Those present were Mrs.
Elizabeth Morse of Swans Island.
Mrs. Agnes Turner. Mrs Flossie
Bridges. Mrs. Violet Dunham, Mrs.
Vira Sprague. Mrs. Mary Stanley
and Mrs. Coris Sorague.

"1 am tired of boiled potatoes. I am i
tired of prunes and slaw;
'
I am tired of stewed tomatoes, and
predigested straw;
And I'm weary now of eating, as
I'm tired of other things.
But of course there are exceptions,
as I'm tickled here to state—
I can still enjoy fried onions, with
some tender, juicy steak.
T. S.

Her real name is Virginia Sims but
everyone calls her "Ginny.” She
vocalizes with Kay Kyser’s "Musical
Class and Dance" orchestia on the
air and at the Hotel Pennsylvania
New York City.

m

This truth comes to us more and
more the longer we live that on what
field or in what uniform or with
what aims we do our duty matters
very little, or even what our duty is,
great or small, splendid or obscure
Only to flnd our duty certainly and
somewhere, or somehow, to do it
faithfully make us good, strong.
happy and useful men. and tunes
our lives into some feeble echo of
the life of God—Phillips Brooks.

READ THE ADS

SaveYnwieq

Chevrolet Takes Big Strides Ahead for 1939

BROOKLIN

Above — Port Authority
Building. Inset—J. F. Win
chester, President Nation
al Motor Truck Show, Inc.
Right—Spacious corridors
of Commerce Hall.

DRAMATIC and brilliant exhibi
tion, staged by the great High
Father
(intensely Interested*.
’’Well, boy, what happened when you way Transportation industry will
bring thousands of visitors to New
asked the boss for a raise?”
I York on November 11. On that day,
Son: "Why, he was like a lamb ’ the doors of Commerce Hall. Port
Father: . “What did he say?”
Authority Building, the greatest
Son: “He said. Baa!’’
exhibition hall In the metropolis,
wlll be thrown open for the Fifth
I Annual Motor Truck Show which
; will continue until November 18.
This giant industry upon which
! the major portion of the citizens
of our country depends for the vital
necessities of life and whose gigan
Bates College
tic network covers every town and
Nov. 11—Colby.
hamlet in our country will, on this
Bowdoln College
occasion, put itself on display to
Nov. 12—Tufts.
the public it serves so faithfully.
Colby College
On the floors of the vast hall will
be shown almost every type of
Nov. 11—At Bates.

A

College Football

j RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR;

Mrs. Lillian Coffin has rented the
Village Inn to Mr. Wentworth of
Rockport.
Mrs. Catherine Smith of Rock
land is visiting Mr and Mrs. Albert
Simmons.
Miss Arlene Morse of Montville
L: guer< of her grandfather, Clifton
Morse.

1,725,406 First Aiders Trained
Since 1910

Cognizant of tremendous losses in
Union Church Circle will meet human lives and of permanent in
juries resulting from accidents in
Thursday and serve supper at 5.30.
homes, on farms and highways, and
Members of the Kodak Club were around industrial plants as well as
entertained Monday night by Misses in the basement workshop, officials
Margaret and Jessie Lowe at their ot the American Red Cross have
home. Mrs. Ernest Williams was been directing a systematic fight
guest of honor. Lunch was served. against what they term "this eco
nomic waste.”
Oscar Lawson went Saturday to
As part of this nation-wide effort
Cambridge, Mass., to visit relatives. to reduc** deaths and permanent in
Jeanette Gregory and Elodie Has- j juries from accidents, a recent state
son visited relatives Tuesday in ment from Red Cross headquarters
ln Washington reports that during
North Haven.
the past 12 months certificates have
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Christie been granted to 295,028 persons
entertained as supper guests Friday completing courses in the adminis
Miss Dorothy Thomas and Sigrid tration ot Red Cross first aid.
Holders of these certificates have
Menan, featuring the birthday an
followed detailed courses of study,
niversary of Mr. Christie.
and have been taught how to splint
Harold Vinal recently had the* fractured limbs, stop flow of blood,
honor of being elected secretary of treat poison sufferers, care for vic
America's Poetry Society of America tims of heat, electric shock, and
handle other common emergency
ln New York city.
Mrs. Edith A Poole of Calder- situations. The courses emphasize
methods of caring for patients until
wood s Neck entertained as guests professional medical aid can be
Friday, Mrs. Rebecca Arey, Mrs. summoned to scenes of accidents, i
Susan Hopkins and Mrs. Ray
Since 1910, the report reveals, I
1,725,406 persons have received this
Webster.
Mrs. James Calderwood gave a training from qualified Red Cross
instructors, and at the present time
shower party Friday night In honor
20,429 persons are qualified to give
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Dyer (Bertha such Instruction.
1
Healey). A large number of relaBringing help nearer scenes of '
’ tives and friends were present and possible accident, 2,454 emergency
■ the newly married couple received first aid stations have been estab
many fine gifts.
Refreshments lished In strategic locations on prin
cipal highways throughout the na
( were served.
tion. operators of the stations re
Ladies of the G A R met Friday ceiving the prescribed Red Cross
night, supper being served by Cleo instructions and maintaining full
Shields, Lena Tinker, Hester Am-s first aid equipment on the spot. Con- '
venlently placed, they also maintain
and Margaret Coombs.
up-to-date lists ot available doctors
The Weary Club met Saturday and ambulance services pledged in
with Mrs. Warren Billings.
advance to cooperate with Red
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald enter Cross first aiders in preventing
tained the Antique Club Monday at deaths and permanent injuries that
so frequently result from automo
her home.
bile accidents.
The Winners’ 4-H Club met in
Mobile first aid units also have
Union Church vestry Friday nigh' been established In cooperation with
All members but one were present, state highway and police depart
Including the local leaders. Mis ments, operators of public utility
Kenneth Ccok and assistant leader vehicles and others frequenting
Mrs. Scott Littlefield. Refresh highways, operators of such units
also receiving the prescribed Red
ments were served and games played. Cross courses in first aid.
Work was started on sewing boxes.
To cut the number of persons los
Committees were: Refreshments, ing their lives through drowning
Barbara Mills and Carolyn Calder; while swimming, the Red Cross has
entertainment, Norma Phillips and redoubled efforts to train as many
persons as possible in life saving
Ruth Kittredge.
methods. During the past year 88,150
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane enter persons received certificates upon
tained as dinner guests Thursday completion ot courses. Since 1914,
Mrs. Faustina Roberts of Rockland 884,649 persons have been trained
in Red Cross life saving methods, in
and Mrs. Ora W. Jones of Belfast.
cluding thousands of persons in CCC
De Valois Commandery, K.T., meecs
camps, beach patrolmen, camp in
Friday night.
'
structors, and school boys and girls.
Carrying the fight onto farms and
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Lane went
Into homes, a campaign to eliminate
Monday to Boston and New York.
accidents caused by careless habits
George MacDonald has returned
and faulty equipment last year re
from Augusta.
sulted in self-checks being made in
To celebrate the first birthday of 10,000,000 American homes through
their son Richard, Mr. and Mrs. I cooperation of children in school,
Herbert Daggett entertained Thurs | women’s clubs, farm organizations,
day at their home these children ] and other groups. The 3,700 Red
and their mothers: Mrs. William I Cross chapters and their branches
in every county are cooperating ln
Warner and son Mark, Mrs. Roy
this national effort to end needless
Arey and son John, Mrs. Leslie pain and suffering resulting from
Dyer and son Edward. Mrs. Rita such accidents.
Williams and son Pete, Mrs. Andrew
These efforts to lessen such ap
Gilchrist and son Mac. Mrs. Edward palling tolls of human lives and use
Ames and son John. Games were fulness are made possible through
played and refreshments served, the 1 memberships in the Red Cross. The
annual Roll Call will be held be
favors included balloons which fur
tween November 11 and Thanksgiv
nished much amusement for the ing Day, when all Americans are
little ones. Mrs. Keith Carver. Miss asked to join or renew their affilia
Dorothy Cobb and Mrs. McKay as tion to ensure continuation of accl
sisted in serving.
] dent prevention measures.
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vehicle used tn commerce — from
those which carry drug store par
cels to the huge carriers of milk,
coal, lumber and steel. New Diesel
and other types of modern power
plant will vie in Interest wtth de
vices which insure the safety of
the vehicle and other users of the
road. Safety devices are most Im
portant in this great industry which
is proud of its record in this re
spect
As an educational display on
truck transportation and what it
means to our existance in no mat
ter what sphere we move, nothing
has ever approached It Students,
citizens and thousands of operator,,
of the nations great fleets ^re ex
pected to attend.

Raymond Eaton is suffering from
an attack of pneumonia.
Mrs. Albert Anderson has re-;
turned home after spending three
weeks with her parents, Keeper and
Mrs. Foss at the Cuckolds (Light j
Station.
Lizzie Staples suffered an ill turn
■ recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Carter and i
children are making their home with
Mrs. Flora Allep.
Mrs. Grace Redman and children
have moved to the Cunningham
house.
Mr. (and Mrs. Albert Anderson
spent last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Manuel Winchenbach in Rock
land, and were dinner guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Church.
Mrs. Edna Cutliff and Mrs. Albert
Anderson were in Ellsworth last
Tuesday on business.
Harold (Anderson of Surry spent '
the past few days with his parents. ]
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Anderson.
The streets are paved with real
gold, there is music, flowers and
everything beautiful. Now tell me,
children, what kind of little boys
and girls go there?
"Dead ones,” piped up Sammy
from the back sea(.

New Aero-stream styled bodies combine with major mechanical improvements to provide new beauty, safety,
comfort and operating ease, in the 1939 Chevrolets, presented October 22, and featured at the big auto shows this
month. The new models are offered on two chassis, the Master De Luxe and the Master 85. both of which are powered
with Chevrolet’s famous six-cylinder valve-in-head engine.
A new vacuum gear shift mechanism with steering column control, optional on all models at small extra cost, does
80 per cent of the work of shifting gears. The Master De Luxe series features a new riding system, in which a brand
new Chevrolet Knee-Action mechanism is scientifically co-ordinated with new ride stabilizer and double-acting
hydraulic shock absorbers to furnish a smooth, soft ride.
Central picture is the new Master De Luxe Sport Sedan. Upper right: front end view of the 1939 car; Upper left:
Master De Luxe front suspension unit, complete; Lower left: accessibility and finger-tip ease of operation are two
major features of Chevrolet’s vacuum gear shift with steering column control; Lower right: As the handbrake on
all models is re-located under the cowl, front compartment floor is cleared io cars with vacuum gear shift.
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J Ash Point____________________________ 134-136
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Land Utilization Division: By or Presidential approval has been
ELDER!.Y people or children wanted
Mr and Mrs Alvali J. Linekin i Mr. and Mrs. H F Dana returned , one and he expressed his opinion1 RELIEVE MISERY of your cold as 3
board; modern conveniences, best
der of the President, approximately given to a grant of $1,309,090 as an to
left this morning (Tuesday) for a Sunday from a trip to Massachu- ol the road very forcibly to the con- out of 5 people do—massage throat,
references furnished. IDA M CHASE.
158
Camden
8t». city
132-134
chest,
back
with
VICKS
VAPORUB.
5.600
acres
of
land
in
Edmunds.
aid to financing a highway-railroad
visit with their son. Prof. Edgar setts and Rhode Island which in- ductor.
Its direct poultice-vapor action brings
POSITION wanted as housekeeper
Washington
County,
has
been
bridge
between
Portsmouth.
New
Linekin in Burlington, Vt.
eluded visits to many of tha flood
"Wal said the conductor, "why
for gentleman or lady alone
Call aft
prompt comfort and relief.
transferred to the Biological Sur Hampshire, and Kittery, Maine. ernoons at 666 Main St, Rockland or
Mrs P. R. Greenleaf and chlidren, and hurricane damaged areas.
' ‘n thunder don't you get out and
TTi«
„
n
"'rite MRS E A MrCORRISON, Union.
vey and will become part of the Tne Reconstruction Finance Cor-1 r f. d. No i.
• • • •
walk?" "I would." said William:.
Mary and Randall, returned Sunday
132*134
Moosehorn Migratory Bird Refuge, poratlon will handle the loan por-1 watchmaker—Repairing watches,
LiUlefie Id-Davis
from a week’s visit with her mother,
/ only the committee don t expect ' COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
bringing that refuge to over 23.000 tion of the bridge. The estimated
T* artour kMACOMCBra & 23
The Baptist Church was the scene 'me until the train gets in "
Mrs. Harriott Porter, in Norway.
WORK WONDERS
acres. It is established, primarily, cost of the bridge is $2,909,090.
I Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131-tf
for the production and preserva
The general relief figures for the I__________________
tion of woodcock and also serves month of September, covering 98.7 I
as a refuge for ruffled grouse, desr, percent of the total population.^ MIC™ , AK,rn,i0 ♦
moose, bear, caribou, rabbits, and showed 9.981 cases representing) $
fur-bearing animals.
39.108 persons receiving aid from
Federal Housing Administration: th" cities, towns and state $204,131! COINS--Start, your own collection of
Co-operative advertising sponsored was expended for this relief, of Lincoln or Indian Head cents. 5c pieces,
quarters, halves A good way to
by firms in the building and allied which amount $146,046 was from dimes,
save money.
A hobby worth while.
Beautiful
coin boafds for each denom
industries has crystallized interest local funds and the balance $58,085
ination. 25c. postpaid 30c.
Will sell
in the Federal Housing Administra from State funds. This was an vou dates you cannot find Old money
bought and sold
Coin book showing
tion's "Ready for Winter" program average cost per person of $5.22. As prices paid for old coins. 15c. WIL
in th" key cities of the State. Pub compared to August, the number of LIAM II KEN WORTHY. Numismatist.
44 Main St . Waterville. Me
134<f
lic meetings have already been held cases receiving direct relief in
A reward of $25 is offered for con
ln Lewiston and Portland and these creased 4.5 percent and the amount viction of person who smashed the
on mty Head-of-the-Bay property.
are to be followed by like meetings of money expended Increased 10.7 sign
M C PHILBROOK
_________ 132*134
in other cf the larger communities. percent. For the month of Sep GEORGE JONES, medium. Readings
Home romforl and l)&II Anthracite move hand in
In the smaller communities local tember 43 persons out of every Dally. 50c at 17 Lindsey St. Tel. 973-M
134*136
hand. Where you find one . , . you’ll always find the
committees
are handling the 1,000 received assistance from gen SPIRITUALIST Circle Thursday eve
other. So, insist on D&H Anthracite when you order
ning at 11 COTTAGE ST All welcome.
“Ready for Winter" program. In eral relief funds.
134-lt
the large communities it is being
U. S Civil Service Commission:
coal . . . and comfort will he sure to follow. Call . . .
AFTER this d^te I will pay no bills
sponsored by Chambers of Com- The following examinations for contracted by Rosmond E Sullivan.
SULLIVAN, cltv. Nov 4. 1938
i merce.
Civil Service positions have been DANIEL
______________________________________ 135*137
Civilian Conservation Corps: Tlie scheduled. Welder Electric, MachMEN old nt 40! Get Pep New Ostrex
12»h enrollment period. Oct. 1.1938 inist, Junior Engineer. Dairyman- Tonic Tables contain raw oyster In
vlgorator.. and other stimulants. One
to March 31, 1939. provides for the Farmer. Junior Dairyman-Farmer, dose starts new pep. Value $1 00. Call
operation of 7 CG.C. camps in J Multilith Operator, Deputy United write C. H. MCOR & CO131*139&143*148
ROCKLAND. ME. Maine. The enrollment of juniors States Game Management Agent, YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
519 MAIN STREET,
and knitting directions free.
lias been closed, stated Charles S. 'Teacher in Indian Community and Samples
M*22
H. A BARTLETT, Harmony. Me. 128-139
Brown, Supervisor of Selections. Boarding Schools, Agricultural ExLADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
D&H ANTHRACITE-THE 5 POINT FUEL
263 of the 1,444 young men seeking tension Agent, and Assistant Agri- land Hair Store. 24 Elnv St Mall orders
' Naw Hudson Country Club Custom Sedan for Six Passengers. Eight cylinders, 122 horsepower on 129-inch wheel
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
admission were__ accepted.
The cultural Extension Agentbase offered for 1939 in a wide selection of colors. Airfoem seet cushions ere stendard.
131-tf

THOMASTON

★★★★

' Dr. Greenleaf having joined them
there Saturday.
Norman Simmons is spending the
week down east on a hunting trip.
Mrs. Eben Alden and her niece.
Mrs Madison Hart are leaving to
day to spend the winter at Fruitland Park, Fla.
Lawrence Dunn
Mr. and Mrs.
were visited recently by their
nephew. Forrest Brown and his
friend Frank G. D. McKittrick, of
Lowell, Mass., who were’ on their
way to Pittston Farms. Rockwood,
for hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. Gcwell and
their guests. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sweetster, of Reading. Mass., at
tended the Bowdoin-Maine football
game at Brunswick Saturday, and

NEWS OF THE DAY

ENEMIES-NOT "GUARDIANANGELS" ! LOST ANDFOUND ♦
j

CAMDEN

Dr. True’s Elixir
With Public Funds

In Everybody’s Column

{i .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 1
FOR SALE

TO LET

ROCKPORT

WANTED

Chest Colds

1939 Hudson Country Club Custom Sedan

Comfort.

D&H Anthracite

487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

w-- —
IVlIoLtLLAlltUUu ♦
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STARTING A NEW SEASON

Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W.
Smith Celebrate the An
niversary Quietly
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
will leave Wednesday for New York
tnd Philadelphia to be guests in the
latter city of Mr and Mrs Edward
Re's. They will be accompanied to
New York by Mrs. Keryn ap Rice.
Members of Thimble Club en
joyed sewing and luncheon last
night at the home of Mrs. Phillip
Thomas, Chestnut street.

Mr. and Mrs Gccrge L. St. Clair,
Irs. Wilbur Cross and daughters
lary and Alice, Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Stoddard Richard Stoddard, Mrs
Edna Leach, Miss Virginia Leach,
■and Mrs. Walter Dodge, were guests
Lsunday of Mr. and Mrs. Irving PetItingill, at their home in Portland.
The party motored to Scarboro.
' .'here they had dinner at “The Cas1 ades"

Mr. and Mrs George Sleeper
spent the past week in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Alton Lewis who
have recently been on a trip to the
West Coast, were in the city yester
day. In Cheyenne. Wyoming, they
called upon Ralph A. Smith, a rela
tive of Mrs. Lewis; and Mr. and
Mrs. Cyrus Hills, formerly of Rock| land. Mr. Hills is special agent af
Mr. and Mrs Charles H Berry | lhe Kansas City Life Insurance Co.
’turned Friday from a few days and wears a 10-gallon hat like a
true Westerner.
sit in Boston.

Mrs. Seymour Cameron will enter
Mrs. Ida E. Maxey has returned
om a week's visit in Camden, be- tain the Dessert-Bridge Club tomor
g the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Em- row at her home on Broadway.
t H Maxey.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. W
Junior Harmony Club will hold C. Comstock were Mr. and Mrs. A.
/ie first meeting of the season, W. Mont of Hartford. Conn., Mrs.
hursday at 6 o'clock at Commun- Albert Smith of Somerville, Mass.,
v Building. All officers will oc- and Mrs. Emma Torrey. Mr. and
upy their stations until election, Mrs. E. S. Wheeler and Mr. and Mrs.
nd reports of the Federation will R. C. Wood of Tenant's Harbor.
e given
Mss Mildred Waldron, who is ill
Diligent Dames will meet Thurs- at her home on Union street, is
ay at the Congregational Church. gaining slowly. Mrs. Alice Comstock
■Uss Charlotte Buffum and Mrs- is substituting as bookkeeper at Crie
Clarence Munsey will be hostesses. Hardware Co. during Miss Waldron's
absence.
/ Miss Lucy Rhodes has returned
trom a visit to New Jersey and Ply
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter and Mrs.
mouth, Mass.
Donald C. Leach entertained at

With characteristic modesty Austin
W. Smith went through with routine
affairs in the W. H. Glover Co.’s
store yesterday, and said nanword to anyone about it being his
golden wedding anniversary. At
home. 48 Grace street, there was no
departure from the daily customs.
But the secret, if such it may be
called, leaked out during the day and
many congratulations were showered
upon this highly esteemed couple
Mr. Smith was born in this city
Oct. 13. 1668. and Rockland has been
home sweet home to him ever since
that date. He entered the employ of
the Glover Company 53 years ago
as a carpenter and Jobber and 18
years ago was made clerk of the
store, where his courteous *reatment of the patrons has made him
one of the best known and best
liked men on the street. He is
banker for the local branch of the
Modern Woodmen and an attendant
of the Methodist Church. Mrs
Smith was formerly Lizzie B. Chase
and is prominent in Methodist
circles.
They were married by the late
Rev. Charles S Cummings, and
have one son. Arthur, who resides
in Portland.
A granddaughter,
Nathalie, shares largely in the af
fections of the Smiths.

dessert-bridge Friday afternoon at
the formers home on Broadway,
complimenting Mrs. R. C Jewell.
Mrs. Earle R. Gowell, Mrs. John H.
Me Loon and Mrs
Theodore S
Bird won honors. Mrs Jewell receiv
ing a guest prize. Others bidden
were Mrs. Cleveland. Sleeper Jr
Mrs.
Albert B Elliot Mrs. Edwin L.
Rounds Mothers’ Class will meet
Thursday at the church with Mrs. S-arlott. Mrs Frank A. Tirrcll. Mrs.
Alice Spear, Mrs. Mildred Blaisdeil Thomas C. Stone, Mrs. Frederick
and Mrs. Julia Keene as hostesses. Bird Mrs. Joffn Black and Mrs. Ru
pert L. Stratton.
Mrs. Mary Brewer and Herbert
Dalton returned yesterday to New
Mrs Alice Fish, who has been
burgh, N. Y., after a visit with Mrs spending several weeks at Rest Ha
Brewer's parents, Mr. and Mrs. ven, has returned to her apartment
Fred French. Mrs. Brewer's daugh at The Lauriette.
ter, Miss Dorothy Brewer returned
with them.
The members of the Rubinstein
Club, both active and associate, have
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton, who the privilege of inviting two guests
have been on a motor trip through for the next meeting on Armistice
Northern Maine, visited Mr and night at 8 o'clock In the Univer
Mrs Robert Crane in Skowhegan, salist vestry. The club has extended
enroute and were guests Saturdav, invitations to the enlisted men who
of relatives and friends in this city saw musical service overseas, to
before returning to their home in gether with their families, to be
Winthrop, Mass.
present. There were 13 men from
this locality who come under that
Mrs. Helena Coltart, clerk in tlie rating, two of whom are deceased—
Knox Registry of Deers; and Miss Kenneth White and Herbert Kirk
Mary Veazie. clerk in the Knox Reg patrick. Among the musical offer
istry of Probate, have returned from ings will be a trumpet solo played
a trip to Boston, New York and by Virginia White and composed by
Washington. They saw the Na her father. Other performers on
tional capital under especially fa
the program will be: Piano. Dorothy
vorable conditions.
Lawry, Laura Meserve; piano quartet
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach Margaret Stahl. Mabel Lamb. Kath
silent the weekend in East Milton. erine Keating. Elsa Constantine;
Mass, as guests of Mr and Mrs. reading, Blanche Morton; vocal,
Mildred Havener, Evelyn Andrew?,
Harold Horrocks formerly of Rock
Carleen Nutt, Helen Wentworth.
land, and Mr and Mrs. George
Mary Rossnagle.
Miss Mabelle
Creighton.
Spring is chairman and will give a
An enjoyable event which took paper on "War Time Music."
place during the recent visit of Mrs.
Beano Wednesday night, G AR
C. Waldo Lowe of Shelburne, Vt ,
was a Halloween supper given to hall. Exceptionally good prizes,
*
members of the Tuesday Night —adv.

Mrs Vance Norton entertained
W.I.N. Club at luncheon and cards,
thigh scores being won by Mrs. Her
bert Curtis. Miss Pearl Borgerson
and Mrs. Pauline Schofield. The
Traveling prize went to Mrs. Gard
ner French.

Bridge Club at her cottage, “Camp
Wallu" at Tenants Harbor

THE NEW HOOVER CLEANER
IS OUT!
Mrs William H. Wincapaw of
Let Carlton H. Ripley demonstrate
New York Is the guest of Mrs. Sum one in your heme. Is your cleaner
ner Whitney, her visit being timed wot king right? Have it serviced.
to attend the wedding of Miss Car
Telephone 767-W
134‘lt
lcen Davis of Thomaston and Wes
ley Littlefield of Laconia. N. H. MrsWhitney and guest went to Friend
ship Sunday to be present at the
golden wedding anniversary of Mr
, ar.d Mrs. W. J. Whitney.

Wednesday Night Is
AWARD NITE. $225
ON THE SCREEN
HENRY ARTHUR in
"ROAD DEMON’’_______

THURSDAY
First Run
(HEYTIE OUT FOR HO 6000 ...
YOU’RE IN FOR SOME FUN!

„.h MARfiARET LIHDUY ■ ANN SHERIDAN
MARIE WILSON • JOHN LITEL • IANET CHAPMAN
TODAY
PAT O'BRIEN
“GARDEN OF THE MOON"

I'M MOT
TOO BASHFUL
TO DEMAND

Mrs Austin Huntley was hostess
last night to Monday Nighters.
Awarded prizes were Mrs. William
Hooper. Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Mrs.
Walter Kimball, Mrs. Forest Hatch,
Mrs. Cecil Murphy, and consolation
went to Mrs. John Mills.
The Mission Circle of the First
Baptist Church will meet tomorrow
at 2.30 in the church parlors.

Capt. and Mrs. Herbert Philbrook
of Maiden, Mass. are visiting Mrs
Alice Philbrook.

Sam Susan has returned to Bos
ton after spending the weekend at
the home of Mrs. A. L. Vose.
The Eugene O Neils have leased
Mrs. C F. Simmons' apartments,
corner of Union street and Talbot
avenue, and will take possession at
once.

This And That

By K. S. F.

A Portland lady who was week
ending in Rockland with relatives,
said a friend of hers remarked she
could not listen to the President's
fireside tales as she had no fire
place in her house.
Who saw the moon on Sabbath
evening through a pink haze? That
made an enchanting picture long
to fill memories with Joyous praise.
• • • •
Can anyone remember the hit-ormiss rag carpets?
The leaves
aground make one think on those
days.
»

Mrs. C. F. Simmons leaves tomor
row for Fruitland Park. Fla. where
she will spend the winter with Mrs.
Eben Alden. Enroute she will spend
Thanksgiving with her daughter.
Mrs. Wilbert Snow ln Middletown,
Conn.

•

•

D

•

•

How good the fish and clam
chowders taste these cool days! To
fully appreciate these rare delights
best in Maine, one must be de
prived of them for a season. "East,
West; Home's Best."
• • • •
Beavers were extinct in Illinois
and wild turkeys in Wisconsin, so
the United States Forestry Service
engineered a trade—out went a
truckload of turkeys for a truckload of beavers and they are both
working to the advantage of the
two States.
•• • •
"Will my daughter ever become
a good musician, professor?"
Professor: “I can’t zay. She
may. She tell me zat she gome of
a long-lived family."
• • • •
Persons who have been away from
Rockland for some time and return,
find that the city has gained much
in permanent beauty. What a fine
civic spirit residents have developed
end it is good for them all.
•

D

•

It is time to be thinking about ap
propriate music for Thanksgiving
Rockland once had concerts at this
glorious season—festival music ie
celebrate the love and kindness shed
through the year
D

D

D

D

There is great effort In' the music
clubs of the State to lift church and
all religious music to a higher level,'
to use in divine service only those
inspired hymns and musical compo
sitions that aid and inspire wor
shipful
thought
through
the
Bernard, son of Mr. and Mrs. service
D D D D
Clark Staples, celebrated his sixth
Have you noticed how few home
birthday Saturday afternoon. The
afternoon was enjoyed by playing chestnut trees are left to supply
games and rating birthday cake and the children with their fun >n
ice cream. Bernard received many gathering?
D • D •
nice gifts. Those present were Betty
In Finland the women have taken
and Margie Belyea. Lillian and
James O'Neil. Sidney. Richard and over the profession of identistrv;
Barbara Kaler. Joan Pettee, Helen and they say the campaign to get
Candage, Richard Patterson and men to "See your dentist at least
twice a year" Is needless. They go
Bradford Turmbul.
oftener than that.
D D D D
Mrs Walter Weeks returned Sat
A
brilliant
woman
who once lived
urday from a week's visit with rela
in the suburb of Rockland In earlier
tives in Stonington.
days, tells of school hours being
Charles E Bicknell, who has been from 9 o’clock in the morning until
passing a few days here, returned 430 and all through the winter
today to Malden, Mass. He was ac months when they could not see to
companied by his mother. Mrs. study, so the teacher had to devise
Frances B Bicknell, who will spend ways to keep up interest in the
pupils. One way was for the teach
a few days in that city.
er to write a sentence on a slip of
Mrs. James W. Emery entertained paper and whisper it to a student
members of the family and friends who in turn whispered it to the
Friday night at an informal party next near and thus around tlie
for Mrs. Faith Callahan and Miss class. The last one wrote what
Beulah Callahan who left Saturday came to him, on the blackboard and
for an extended visit with friends and this was then read by the teacher
relatives in New York, Washington to see how it compared with what
and Elizabeth City, N. J. Those at lie had started.
D • D D
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Probably If all the bicycles that
Sylvester. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton
and daughter Cynthia, Mrs. James go regularly to school could talk,
Tolman, and Misses Gladys, Jose they would have much to say. Al
phine and Mary Tolman. Mrs. Leona most half the children now ride to
Flint, Miss Virginia Flint, Miss Doro school.
« • D •
thy Thomas. Alden Philbrook. WcnWhat
a
glorious
thing if this city
dall Blackman. Oeorgc Cates and
Dorothy Sylvester. Gaines were would decide that it needed all the
played and much amuseninet pro ground from the torneT of Union
voked by impersonations cf nation street and Beech street up to White
street over to Limerock. down Ltmeally advertised products.
lcck to Union again; clear it all up,
Character, like charity, begins ai then keep it for a formal park I
home. It cannot be installed bv feel sure the Episcopal Church
, daily teaspoonfuls of education. Ed would come Into this thought with
Let's
get to worx
ucation has its own vital function: pleasure.
to teach thinking. If a by-product and do it.
of that teaching is fine character, we
* * * «
have been fortunate In receiving
Do not forget your Thanksgiving
extra value.
offering for the Knox Hospital. If

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD

73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

Get It From Your
INDEPENDENT GROCER

(12 Years in Rockland)
By Appointment
Phone 1163
116-117TH

Complete CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH SERVICE

November 4
Program given by the Schumann Club of Bangoi.
guests. Chairman. Lydia Storer. assistants. Kathleen
O'Hara, Betty Pomeroy. Blanche Lermond.

November 11
Guest Evening
Wartime Music
Chairman. Mabelle Spring. Piano. Dorothy Lawrv.
Laura Meserve. Piano quartette, Margaret Stahl,
Mabel Lamb. Katherine Keating, Elsa Constantine
Reading, Blanche Morton. Trumpet solo, Virginia
White, guest Vocal. Mildred Havener. Evelyn An
drews. Carleen Nutt, Helen Wentworth, Mary Rossnaglc. guest.

•

Many have taken advantage of
the marvelous fall weather for hikes
through the woods and lovely fields
where they have been repaid by
blossoming flowers and glorious
health stored for combating winter
days to come.
•

October 14
Reception to Mrs. Natalie Farnum. President ol the
State Federation of Music Clubs Executive Board.
Hostesses. Piano duets. Blanrhe Lermond and Louie
Rogers, guests. Piano. Charlotte Hopkins. Piano
quartette. Faith Berry. Charlotte Hopkins. Nettie
Averill. Gertrude Parker. Violin, Bertha Luce. Vocal,
Lydia Storer. Gladys Grant. Margaret Simmons.

you are unable Ao send a check,
fruit and vegetables are always wel
come gifts, also canned goods; with
jelly a special Joy to the sick.
* » ♦ ♦
The writer saw in town last Satur
day 10 States represented on motor
err license plates.
« » ♦ ♦
Read and study nature if you
wish never to be lonely. Nature
has always been a friend to truth.

November 25
Guest Evening
Russian Music
Chairman. Irene Walker. Piano, Ruth Collemcr,
Louie Rogers. Dorothy Shirman, guest. Piano quar
tette. Faith Berry, Nettie Averill. Charlotte Hopkins.
Gertrude Parker. Vocal. Lillian Joyce, Gladys Grant,
Ruth Hoch. Eva Greene.

December 9
Guest Evening
French Music
Chairman, Kathleen Fuller. Piano. Ruth Sanborn.
Piano duo. Ruth Sanborn, Bertha Luce. Piano quar
tette, Faith Berry, Margaret Stahl, Nathalie Snow,
Frances McLcon. Vocal. Mildred Havener. Helen
Wentworth. Marianne Bullard. Hazel Atwood. Vocal
ensemble. Marv Lawry. Dorothy Lawry, Loma Pendle
ton, Muriel Crie. Luda Mitchell. Betty Pomeroy. Gen
eva Huke Emily Stevens, Bernice Wolcott.
December 23
/
Guest Evening
Christmas
Chairman, Dora Bird. Piano, Ruth Collemer, Char
lotte Hopkins. Laura Meserve. Alcada Hall. Piano
duo, Blanche Lermond. Kathleen O'Hara. Vocal, Net
tie Frost, Margaret Simmons. Eva Greene, Evelyn
Andrews, Lillian Joyce.

January 6
Coffee at Eleven A. M.
Chairman. Ruth Collemer. Piano. Edna Rollins. Peggy
Storer, guest. Piano duo, Margaret Stahl, Gertrude
Parker. Vocal. Katherine Veazie. Helen Wentworth,
Beulah Ames Mary Lawry, Lorn3 Pendleton.
January 20
Guest Evening
International Music
Chairman. Faith Berry. Piano, Ruth Collemer, Doro
thy Lawry. Piano duo. Frances McLoon, Nathalie
Snow. Piano quartette, Katherine Keating Elsa Con
stantine. Gertrude Parker. Blanche Lermond. Vocal,
Carleen Nutt, Faith Brown, Blanche Morton, Mar
garet Simmons, Nettle Frost.

Some Highly Interesting
Items Are Coming Out
of Maine Woods
Due
to unseasonably
warm
weather the deer kill In Maine is
below normal to date but this situa
tion should react favorably for ]
hunters from now on. Cold weath
er is about to set in any time, with
snow in the northern counties, and
nimrods will find virtually unhunt
ed areas in which to operate under
ideal conditions. Not so many
out-of-8tate hunters are here as
usual with reservations indicating
that they are waiting for a break
in the weather
D

• D

FRANCHOT TONE

THERE
IS

AND
TH AT IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
Zr~X’T'17" Y O TAKE HOME A HOTTIE
1 Hi 3 BEWARE DE IMITATIONS

»

The Late Col. Mrrvyn Ap Rier

D

•

D D D D

|

Hunters are trying hard to get
two prize specimens reported in the
Dead River section.
Near Big
Spencer Camp an all white buck
has been seen and a solid black one
has been reported by several hunt
ers near Stratton.
•

D

D

•

A record bear kill has been re
ported in tile Dead River section.
Large flights of woodcock are still
coming down the Dead River valley
and one hunter flushed 75 birds I
during a morning hunt.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. A E. Ellinger of,
New York city came out of Libby’s 1
camps In the Oxbow region each ;
with a deer and a bear. Mrs. Ellin- [
ger got a 500 pound bear on her ]
second day out.
♦

•

•

to do for a living?
It is difficult deciding at what
college your son is to matriculateeven when final decision need not
be reached for at least a dozen
years?
It *s just as hard to climb down a
mountain as to climb up it?
On a mountain top you don’t feel
quite so important after all?
By putting on the pressure at
strategic points, a cottage built to
accommodate six may be made to
serve eleven?
Now all your money is gone vacattoning, there is ‘he winter's coal to
be thought of?
If we could only can up some of
August's heat and release lt to
render stingless January's bliz
zards. how much nearer the millen
nium we would be??
Tlie most popular course this first
semester will be la Joust a la grid
iron?

Wednesday-Thursday

•

The greatest game war in history ]
is expected to rage in the southern
counties on Armistice Day. It will
be the second day of the first five
day pheasant open season and
everybody and his grandmother
plans to try their luck. More than
26.000 birds have been released in
a six year propagation, program,
• • * 0

COMIQUE THEATRE

with

D

Warden Roy Gray, up ln the
Dead River section, is having his
troubles with hunters who would
illegally take advantage of the $20
bear bounty. Eustlce and Dallas
are bounty towns while a lot of
bear are being taken in nearby
areas. According to Gray, hunters
bring their kill over the boundaries
of bounty communities and try to
collect the $20.
When requested
to show the exact spot where they
killed the bear and how they did
it most of the violators are found
out, he said.

March 31
Afternoon at 2.30
Program given by the St. Cecelia Club of Augusta,
guests. Chairman, Nathalie Snow.
April 14
Annual Business Meeting
Piano. Ruth Collemer, Charlotte Hopkins, Alcada
Hall, Esther Rogers. Vocal. Katherine Veazie, Mildred
Havener. Margaret Simmons, Carlcen Nutt, Luda
Mitchell, Faith Brown.
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Mrs. Grace Strout, president; Mrs. Ruth Collemer.
vice president; Miss Margaret Simmons, secretary;
Miss Katherine Keating, treasurer; Mrs. Faith Berry,
choral director; Mrs. Nettie Averill, choral accom
panist; Mrs. Dcra Bird, Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara, Mrs.
Nathalie Snow. Mrs. Frances McLoon.

JANET GAYNOR, ROBERT MONTGOMERY,

D

famous groups known as “Christ on
tl.e Battlefield.’’ together with a
number of beautiful posters painted
by well kt.-.'wr. artlsrs. This collectiu’i was shown jus; after the World
War for the benefit of war orphans.
Coi. Rice, who was the son of Al
bert Smith Rice, of Rockland, and
brother of Mrs. Carleton F. Snow,
served in the Spanish War in the
1st Maine Infantry. He moved lo
Montclair, N J. He entered the
World War and rose from the rank
of major to colonel ln the ordnance
department, and was ordnance supply officer of the 2nd Corps, where
his duties took him over 35.000 miles
of territory in France and for which
Richard Niles. Langtown youth, services he was given the D. S. M.
set some kind of record the other It was on these trips that he col
day when he got three bear and lected the pictures to be shown.
wounded another with Just four
The exhibition will be open from
shots
Having but a quarter of■ 2 l|nt), 5 and from 7 untlI 9
m
•• ’him
• —
•to]
kI .Friday. Nov 11. and Saturday. Nov.
shells with
Niles used- three
drop that many cubs out of a tree | 12
and then found the mother facing (
him. He aimed carefully but only Do you know—
a wound and a fast running bear
A great many of those graduatea
resulted. Niles collected $60 bounty. last June are still wondering what

Mareh 17
\
Guest Evening
Music of the British Isles
Chairman. Alice Erskine. Piano. Edna Rollins. Esther
Rogers. Cleinice Preston, Laura Meserev. Vocal, Helen
Wentworth, Blanche Morton, Evelyn Andrews, Mari
anne Bullard. Reading, Beulah Ames.

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY”

D

D

March 3
Public Lenten Concert
Congregational Church
Chairman. Grace Strout. Organ and piano duo, Faith
Berry. Nettie Averill. Violin and piano. Bertha Luce,
Ruth Sanborn. Vocal, Adelaide Lowe, Katherine
Veazie Lydia Storer. Nettie Frost. Esther Howard,
guest. Duet, Margaret Simmons, Gladys Grant.
Choral group with gentleman guests.

u

Capt. Keryn Ap Rice has ar
ranged to loan the very fine col
lection of French war oainiings and
posters collected during the Wot Id
War by his father, the late Col.
Mervyn Ap Rice to be shown Fri
day and Saturday in the Under
croft of St. Peter’s Episcopal church
The collection is a large one and
includes portrait sketches of mili
tary types, battle scenes, and the

Garbed in vivid red. winter Jack
ets Inland Fish and Game wardens
will shortly present an impressive
display of what hunters should
wear as a precaution against being
accidentally shot.
Commissioner
George J. Stobie said that he had
the bright red color adopted so that
his wardens could set a good ex
ample for hunters as well as for
their own protection. As the num
ber of nimrods in the Maine woods
increases Stobie’s department is
more and more stressing safety |
measures.
• • • •
Harold MacLauchlan. Islesboro
teacher, had an Interesting but un
welcome spectator while dressing
off a deer in the Oxbow area. Hard
at work he heard a hissing and less
than 50 feet away sat a large bob
cat watching the operation. Two
quick shots were not so well aimed 1
and the cat got away.

February 17
Guest Evening
Music of Smaller Countries
Chairman. Ruth Ellingwood. Plano, Edna Rollins,
Kathleen OHara. Dorothy Lawry, Clemice Preston.
Louie Rogers. Vocal. Ruth Hoch. Faith Brown, Mari
anne Bullard, Hazel Atwood.

Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 9-10

D

D

To Be Exhibited At. St. Peter’s
Church—Collected By Late Col.
Rice

8amuel 8. Jones of 35 Perrell
street, Patchogue, L. I., N Y„ took
a 200 pound buck near Big Spen
cer Camps at Flagstaff and got the
thrill of his life when he counted
20 points. Oidtlmer Flint Johnson
said it was the freakiest horn for
mation he ever saw. Jones’ hunting
companion Fred Abrams of Bluepoint, L. I., got a nice 8-pointcr.

February 3
Guest Evening
Italian Music
Chairman. Eleanor Howard. Piano. Charlotte Hop
kins. Clemice Preston. Piano duo, Nathalie Snow,
Frances McLoon. Piano duo, Kathleen O'Hara, Esther
Rogers Vocal. Lillian Joyce. Beulah Ames, Hazel
Atwood. Duet. Ruth Hoch. Gladys Grant. Choral
group. Violin. Shirlene McKinney, guest.

CAMDEN, ME.

FRENCH WAR PAINTINGS

I The Hunter’s Inning

Program Committee Has Provided a Series of
Attractive Meetings

D

Arthur St. Clair of Lynn. Mass,
has been visiting his former home
in this city for a few days, and upon
his return today was accompanied
by his wife.

Page Seven
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Roy Prescott of Island Falls has
a crew of hard workers operating ln
a brook near Ills home and Is glad
to feed them with carrots and pars
nips. For years Prescott has tried
to datn the brook to provide needed
water for his farm, without results
A group of beavers showed up the
other day and went to work. Eneouraging them by cutting branches
along the shores of the brook Prescott reports that the beavers arc
making headway and sees the end
of his water supply troubles ahead.
• • • •
Plenty of deer coming out of the
Washington and Hancock county
areas.

Thankful are we for the thoughts of
a friend,
Wherever our wayward steps may
tend;
Whose smiling Ups and tear dim
med eyes.
Have made this earth a paradise
And followed our lives to the quiet
end.

GAIL PATRICK
LLOYD NOLAN
NOW PLAYING
“FOUR DAUGHTERS"
with
LANE SISTERS

Strand 1
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30. 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2 00 to 10.30

Many Ships Coming

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 8, 1938
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Who Bought Nellie?

Dignified Teachers

Course In Fisheries

**'

Tankers and Cargo Ships In Question Asked Most At Alton Blackington Had ’Em Com’r Greenleaf Believes
Educational Effort Will
Laughing When He Lec
Jersey Auction — B. H.
Steady Stream, Thanks
Help Better Things
tured In Boston
Nichols the Answer
To Moran
Establishment of a course in :na •
Auburn. Mass.. Nov. 4
Beginning the first of January. I "There goes my new winter coat.”
rine fisheries at the University of
the 12 tankers now being built for The writer looked in several dlrec- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
.v,
tions but didn t see anything like a
Alton Hall Blackington lectured Maine was proposed to President
th’ Government and the Standard
•
new winter coat. "What do you before the Boston Association of Hauck by Sea and Shore Fisheries
Oi' Company, will take their trials mean?'' says I. “Didn't you see and
Commissioner Arthur R Greenleaf.
oft Rockland and beginning In May. hear my husband bid $96 for that Geography Teachers last night at today. Declaring that tlie fisheries
the 37 cargo ships being built for cow and it was knocked down to Boston City College. Prof. Leonard were a major industry with great
him? You don't think we can buy O. Packard heads the Geography possibilities for expansion Greenthe Government
$109 cows and me have a new coat, Department at the college. A for- leaf told President Hauck that he
It depends on weather and other
do you?" was the lady's comment.
mer Rockville man who married a believed tliey offered opportunities
conditions of the *rials, hew long
It was at the auction sale of Jersey
tor Maine youths and that young
they stay in Roca’and. It might be cows at C. C. Goodnow's in Turner. Thomaston girl they read my note blood was needed in carrying on,
three days and might be a week for We heard the lady say. "There's my about Alton in Tlie Courier-Gazette their development.
tach beat Commissioner E. C. Mo husband across the ring bidding $99 ! and promptly invited us to be their
He suggested that such a course i
for that cow. Look at his nod his dinner and lecture guestscover various phases of .the industry
ran. says.
head at the auctioneer and bid $92
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Webber (Mary including production manufactur
Moran is a member of the Mari
He don't nod his head when I say
ing and marketing and that it be
time Commission and former Maine anything about spending money. Hawes of Union), my sister, Mrs.
made available, through an exten
Representative. Rockland is his■ You can't trust a husband at an Maria Kalloch and I enjoyed the sion plan to fishermen and their
Packards hospitality at a delicious famUies. Slating that Maine must
home town, and since the Navy auction."
Trial Course is off Rockland, he
“Who bought Nellie." was the dinner, later going into Boston for keep up with modern trends if it!
boosted Rockland for the trial question asked by those who did not the lecture.
intends to remain in the fish busi- •
course of Maritime Commission' stay all day. No. it wasn't a slave
Alton gave us cordial greetings .is ness Greenleaf said that he believed'
boats when the question arcse.
auction. Nellie is the cow that we entered and an old-home-group the state university to be the logiThere is no precise way of telling helped make the Goodnow herd fa- conversation was held. These are cal organization to take the leader- j
what it means to a town to have mous. She was bought by B. H. very strenuous days for Mr Black- ship in such a movement,
the beat trials here, but one local Nichols of Union for $2C5. R. H ington and he looked weary but is
He said that outstanding results
merchant estimated for Moran once 1 Boothby & Sons Livermore, bought looking forward to being "down were being obtained in the Canathat a big battleship trial was worth Dot Reddy, a flve year old, an ex- heme” Tuesday.
dian maritime provinces by work
$100,000 to the vicinity. The Mari- cellent cow for $226. the highest
The president of the Association conducted along these lines by St.
tme Commission boats are much price for the day.
introduced him. and a clapping of Francis Xavier University and that
.'mailer, of course. The Maritime
Dr E E Bubier of Wilton, well hands came from the critical audi- fisheries officials there were hailing
Commission sets up the regulations known auctioneer, said the sale went ence. Mr. Blackington talks with it as the salvation of the industry,
lor trials of Maritime boats.
. well.
such perfect ease he seems to be Similar work is also being carried
The Maritime Commission plans
There was a good crowd and auc- speaking to each individually rather on by a number of state universities
a 10-year program merchant ship- tioneer Harold Boothby of Auburn than lecturing. All too soon the with good success, he pointed out.
building, with 50 boats a year. This kept them busy. These were 17 ex- marvelous hurricane pictures came
Declaring that approximately 60 Is the first year besides the'tankers | ceptionally good Jersey cows. All to a close.
ooo persons were dependent upon
and the 37 cargo ships to be fin- the offspring of one famous cow Mr
“For the Packards and my the Maine fishing industry for a
I'hed in May. the Commission ox- Goodnow bred years ago.
friends from Knox County I am go- livlihood. Greenleaf said that Its
pects completion of 12 to 13 more
It also shows what Dairy Herd ing to show pictures of Owl's Head rehabilitation
and
development
this year, to complete the 50-a-year Improvement work will accomplish. and nearby views," said Alton, meant the economic salvation of a
gcal
, Every cow had a record: the owner "Knox County" and friends showed large section of the state.
This 500 boats in 10 years is esti- told what her milk and butter fat approval by clapping of hands.
| Young men with proper training
mated to cost a billion and a quarter production was from three to five
Among the Maine pictures were can make profitable and satisfacdollars. or more. The Maritime years, and some of them were espe- those of a clam-corn-lohster bake, tory careers for themselves in many
Commission is subsidizing the tankcially good.
Steam rising from the rea-weed branches of the industry he be
ers because they are needed as NavyIt was an illustration of the difbrought in-drawing of breath and lieves. andtermed fishing as "a
auxiliary and are meeting Commis- ference between a cow being regis- sniffings" of appreciaton. A view most honorable means of earning a
sion specifications — Prom the tered and not. One good producing of four or five cooked lobsters ar- living."
Washington Bureau ol the Press cow went for a fairly good price; rangedon a pale green tub was
He said that a concerted national
Herald
a bidder was heard to remark. "I'd shown as the lecturer claimed he drive by fisheries interests was
give $50 more for her if she was bad laid those out for himself alone, opening up new markets and that
registered or eligible to registry." The audience forgot dignity and increased consumption of fish prodThe registration would not mak’ emitted sounds of pleasure and of ucts would mean business and
the cow produce any more milk but ! desire for the shellfish.
piofits for those who went after
her ofTspirng would bring more
People were laughing at them- them scientifically and progressivemoney. Another bidder when he selves when a picture was shown ly.
heard she was not registered quit after the blackened seaweed was
"We are spending a great deal of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
bidding right away.
i c'rawn aside to give a view of red money to educate our farmers and
Fifty years ago Dad was in Bos
Mr. and Mrs Goodnow are going | lebster, yellow bantam com and have never done anything to help
ton seeing the sights from Nov. 20:
for a vacation this winter, possibly 1 white clams. Sighs for such a feast our fishermen to keep abreast of
to 30. and sailed on the 8tr. Penob in Florida, so only a few of the young ! were heard from all sides and we modem trends.” he said. Stating
scot for Rockland. Log: "Very
stock was reserved. “Yes. sir, we i understood fully why Alton is out- that the fishing 'industry was in
smooth, but weather looks bad"
are coming back.” said Mr. Good- standing as an artist in arrange- a deplorable condition Greenleaf
(Capt Alfred E Rawley was in
now, “this is too good a country to ment and color, or colorful arrange- said he believed an educational eftraining for steam then, but he did leave for good.”
Mr Goodnow 1 ment Last, a picture indeed—sun- fort was one way to “help better
not sign up until November, 1891.
knows, for he has spent some time I set over Ingraham's Hill.
things." — By Dick Reed of the
and did not sign off until Decem
in the dairy business, in New Jersey 1 Prolonged applause was followed Maine Development Commission
ber, 1935)
and other sections and he knows
the audience going forward to
-----------------Nov. 25. 1888: “A snow storm this 1
about Maine.
express appreciation of the lecWHAT A DRINK WILL DO
morning; it has stormed hard all j He was one of the first men in I turer and his beautiful pictures. All
------day. Snowploughs have been out. this State to do cow testing; was a tvere saying the Blackington pic- May Make a Motorist Cork-Eyed
At dark it rained as hard as it
Yet Be Perfectly Sober
member of the old association in tures were the fln«st they had seen,
snowed during the day. Nov. 26:
i this county. He kept right on test- | Praise indeed from geography
Storm continues. Rained all day.
A motorist can be made cock-eyed
: ing just the same when the associ- taachers who are accustomed to
Strong Northeast wind. Several ves
by
a single drink and yet be per
| attain quit. He joined the present man)
pictures.
sels ashore outside of Boston Har
fectly
sober when examined by a
, association and he knows its worth
With a few last remarks of
bor. It has been a fearful storm
physician,
asserts the Better Vision
He is one who has practiced pas- pleasure to Alton, we next bade Mr
for the last two days."
Institute.
i ture improvement that goes along
Mrs Packard good night wi.'n
What does The Courier-Gazette
Thousands of automobile drivers
with DHIA work.—Lewiston Sun.
man^' thanks for their hospitality.
files have to show for this storm?
____________
All of us wish we might join you ln have eyes that fatigue from long
I cannot remember anything in re
JAMES IL SIMONTON
Rockland T uesday for the treat in driving, and when fatigued they
gard to it. Whether it reached the
_____
store when you see his pictures and tend t0 turn in or cu"' instead
Maine coast I do not know Nov.
James H. Simonton. 74. of West! hear our townsman Alton Hall P°inting straight as they normally
27: "Went on board Tug T. J. Rcckport died Oct. 24. a great suf- [Blackington.
E D T.
do w^en not tired. The images on
Yorke I my brother Will was on ferer to the last. He was bom in
------------------such over-worked eyes a:e indistinct
her). Was out in the harbor sever Camden, son of Joshua and ElizaCLEVER EVASION
and blurred, and the ability to
al times. A large number of vessels beth (Rollins) Simonton.
The!
------judge distances is impaired.
ashore along the coast and several death of his brother Joseph July 20,; “When one of my feminine
If an automobile driver with eyes
lives lost."
: 1937 was a
bIow
him
friends asks me how old I am." said in this tired condition takes a single
As usual Dad got around to the lle continUed to fail. He was conresourceful woman. “I always drink of liquor, he may suffer great
“hide out” of St Georgers, namely! {lned to his bed four months, and i Put 0,6 burden of the fib on the impairment of vision, frequently to
James Bliss & Son. Atlantic avenue : had the best care possible from his Questioner."
I the extent of seeing blurred, double
Nov. 22: "After dinner. H F. Kal friend Adelaide Prince.
"How do you mean?”
images. While he may be perfectly
loch and I went to the 'Battle of
“I just say lightly: "Oh. Im a sober In every other respect, and
When a young man he was prom
Gettysburg.' It was beyond any inent in Rockland as a business year or two older than you, you would pass the ordinary tests for inthing that I had conceived Well man on Main street. When very know. my dear—at least a year old- toxication given by physicians, still,
worth the money."
young, he was employed by Sim- er. Let me see now, how old are from a visual standpoint, he would
I saw it and Dad was right. The ! onton Bros, store for several years you?” And then she always knocks be cock-eyed, says the institute, in
Roving Reporter never got around Hc began the shw-making busi- more off my age than I should ever that condition he becomes unknowto it. so he could not give it a write ness for himself, and employed a have the courage to do myself.”
ingly a menace on the road.
up. Editor Puller probably saw it. great many women in itheir homes.
Cyclopedia of Boston 1886—Cyclo- After a number of years he traveled
rama:541 Tremont street; on the K
Simons , Hatch & Whitten,
site formerly occupied by Moody & tlothiers; also for Brown d^H,
Sankey Tabernacle. Exhibition of and several other ,arge clothing
"Battle of Gettysburg." Admission houses in Boston, and was consid
50 cents.
Boze.
ered one of the smartest salesman
Somerville. Mass., Nov. 4.
on the road- After that, the shirt

' •
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MORE THAN EVER
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REAP THE APS
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Pontiac Wins the Beauty Prize
For The 5th Consecutive Year!
Remember five years
ago when that first
swanky Silver Streak Hashed
across the motor-car horizon?
And how everyone began call
ing Pontiac the most beautiful
thing on wheels? Well, this
year, it*s the same old story . ..
it’s Pontiac again!
Here's style with an eye for
tomorrow. Here’s a gorgeous
merging of the Silver Streak,
of gleaming cat-walk cooling
grilles and low, rakish, try-tocatch-me lines. Here, in short,
is beauty that makes you feel
like a million at the wheel —
and makes other eye* light up
as you go sailing by! And the
grandest thing about it all is
this: PONTIAC PRICES ARE
DOWN—and you pay a lot less
this year to drive the most
beautiful thing on wheels!

GENERAL MOTOR* TERMS TO SUIT TOUR RUR1E

AMERICA ! FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR

* Distinctive New Silver Streak Styling
Newrest Ride
with Duflex Springing • Lower Bodies with Curb-High
Floor** • Improved Safety Shift at No Extra Cost
With or without Running Boards* • Smoother L-head
Engine Performance with Increased Economy ‘ U%
More Window Area for Greater Safety*
Extra Large
Trunks at No Extra Cost • Multiseal Hydraulic Brakes
• New Self-Cushioning Clutch.
*l>e Luxe model, only

YOU’LL BE PROUD TO OWN A

PONTIAC

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

GL1DDEN RINES, Bath Road, Wiscasset, Me.

wearer has always carried a purse, j
The left sleeve may have such a
spot if the wearer drives a car and,
rests the left arm on the car door.
cf the Care Which Should Rubbing on the steering wheel may
wear the fur cuffs badly, just as a
Be Exercised
hat brim that is too long in the
back will wear off the fur of a beau
The greatest detriments to fur
tiful collar.”
garments or fur trimmings are fric-

standard, one regular employe be
ing assigned to the delivery of par------.
cel post alone and it is now found
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary necessary to give him substitute as- A Government Man Tells

Its Silver Jubilee

Furs And Garments

Parcel Post Being Cele- si£tant of approximately twenty to
,

,

. ,

...

.

thirty hours monthly, to keep de-

brated—A Local Meeting nveries normal.

November. 1938 having been na-'

71,6 window d*play shortly t0 be
exhibited, will prove of general in
terest to all patrons. The Postal
Service is a publicly owned co-operation of which every citizen is a
stockholder.' If a deficit results
from its operation we are taxed,
and if operated with profit our
taxes are proportionately decreased
__________

tionally designated at National
Parcel Post Month, thereby cele
brating the 25th year of parcel post
service, the employes of the local
post office met at the Federal
Building. Thursday night.
The following message from the
Postmaster General was read:
“In this, the twenty-fifth, or sil
ver, anniversary year of the estab
lishment of the Parcel Post System,
it is entirely fitting and appropriate
that we set aside a month for spe
cial activity on the part of post
masters and all postal employes in'
the promotion of wider use of par
cel post and its related features,
the insurance and collect-on-dellvery service. I have accordingly
designated November as National
Parcel-Post month."
“The postal personnel has always
co-operated in a splendid way in
matters of this kind, and I urge
everyone in our Service, particular
ly during the month of November. [
to put forth every possible effort
to the end that the advantages of
parcel post may be brought to the
attention of all of our patrons.
James A. Parley,
Postmaster General.” i
David S. Beach, appointed gen
eral chairman by Postmaster E C.
Moran, presided, and appointed the
following committees: Publicity,
Henry C. Chatto, chairman, J. W
Davis. A. R. Brasier F. B. Gregory,
D. L. Karl; Promotion: L. D Perry,
chairman, A. W. Saunders, C. U.
Brown. M. S. Graves, M P. Ross; j
window display: J. W. Thurston, [
chairman, P M. Pease, E. J. Alden, I
M. W. Hart. T. E. Perry, W. S. I
Cross. Parcel Post: R. O. Rackliff.
chairman, W. L. Chatto, E. B San- 1
som J. E. Kirk, S. Archer. F. M. Tib-1
betts, R. S. Perry.
Mr. Beach gave a most instruclive and profitable history of par...
... .
,
.
cel post, then outlined a plan of
bringing before the general public!
the very interesting features of this
branch of the service. A general
business seemed to draw him back
discussion of local problems found
LARGER TURKEY CROP
to Rockland, and he started a small
in daily routine work, and sugges
factory, and engaged M. E. Wotton
tions for the betterment of the
Maine Farms Will Send 50,000 Birds
as cutter. Then he branched out
service followed.
To Thanksgiving Tables
_____
and built a factory on Limerock
Postmaster A. P. Kelleher of
Camden expressed much interest in
The largest and best quality tur- street on the land now owned by
the apparent enthusiasm of the emkey crop in the history of the State Knox Hospital. He employed hun
ts ready to grace the festive Thanks- i dreds of women in the factory and
ployes present, making a suggestion
giving board ln 50.000 homes, ac- ' at their homes, and had another
that such meetings be held fre
cording to an estimate made by Mar-j factory in Thomaston. He leaves
quently and to include all county
no near relatives, being the last of
offices; this being met with general
keting Chief Charles M. White.
approval.
White further stated that al his family
Reminiscences of the earlier days
though the 1938 crop which is valued
of parcel post were given by clerks
at $250,000. is 8000 birds in excess of True worth Is in being, not seem
ing,
Donald Karl and Leroy D. Perry.
last year. yet. It will only satisfy a
In doing each day that goes by
Mr. Karl remembers that the first
small portion of the holiday appe
Some little good, not in dreaming
shipment for delivery in this city
tites here in Maine.
Of great things to do by and by.
consisted of samples of tobacco,
That the turkey industry is on an
and a few boxes or shoes. Mr. Karl,
upward trend was White's belief and For whatever men say in their
blindness,
with Fred Derby, now retired car
he pointed out that the production
And spite of the fancies of youth,
rier, as substitutes were first em
had more than doubled in the past
10 years. "If this steady growth con There’s nothing so kingly as kind
ployes to deliver parcel post in this
ness
city, starting out with parcels In a
tinues turkey raising will flnd a place
And nothing so royal as truth.
mail bag over their shoulder. In
among the leading products of the
the winter a handsled was used to
State," he said.
In describing the average turkey,
convey it to patrons and later a
White said that the birds would
Stems from the main »tam—Margaret Lindsey, Ann Sheridan and push-cart was used. In twenty-five
weigh around 14 pounds and would
Marie Wilson as the three Broadway girls who head the cast of "Broad years the local demand for service
way Musketeers.”—adv.
bring around 40 cents a pound.
has steadily mounted to its present

AT THE PARK THURSDAY ONLY
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tlon moths, heat, and light, acWHAT AILEI) THE PIG
cording to Frank G. Ashbrook. fur
specialist of the Bureau of Biologi- Therr Was Method In the Madness
of the Animal Called Peggy
ca‘ Survey, U 8. Department of
Agriculture.
“The wear and continued good Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The article regarding the “hens
; appearance of fur on a coat or of a
fur coat," he says, “depend on the petting on their backs to have their
care that it gets. Any heat, intied" u&ught to mind a pig
Red Cross Volunteers eluding sunshine draws the oils out ...
..
. _
.
,
. which my mother owned. I re memof the leather pelt of the fur and
Assist War Veterans
makes it hard and dry Light ac- ber “ was * cunnin« litll€
tually fades dark furs and makes and as my motheT always mode a
Red Cross workers la chapters,
white furs yellow. A fur garment pet of any living creature, she
in hospitals and on posts of the
should be cleaned by an expert with named the pig, "Peggy" and used
Army, Navy. Coast Guard, and
equipment for tumbling it in a j to go to hhe pen each day and give
Marine Corps, assisted 122.355
drum with treated sawdust until it it a good, scratching with a long
active service men or veterans or
their families during the past 12
is clean. If the lining is very handled broom.
months.
soiled he takes it out and dry-cleans
"Peggy" learned to expect this
Red Cross service to these men
it separately.
and would grunt and squeal until
included such personal help as
"Moths fly the yead round in our she got it. She always fell on her
letter-writing, shopping and rec
modern
heated houses. As they side after one side was scratched
reational leadership, bui it also
included financial assistance io seem particularly fond of fur. gar- for the other to be done likewise,
ments made of it or trimmed with
When mother had callers, she detheir dependents, help in locating
missing members of theii rami
it require constant watching, even lighted in saying. "Oh, you must
lies, and assistance id tiling nec
in winter when they are in daily see what a nice hog we have" and
essary applications for pensions,
use. Occasional brushing an-1 air- the minute they looked into the
disability pay. hospitalization, or
ing will help to dislodge any moth pen down wculd go that hog letting
for discharge fro u active service
eggs that might be laid in the fur. . out an awful grunt.
because of home needs
"If a fur coat or the fur on a coat
The ones looking in would jump
The average number ot men as
gets wet. it should be gently wiped back from the pen and exclaim,
sisted by Red Cross workers each
mootb was 18.790, according to a
with a Turkish towel along the “Oh. come here and see what ails
recent report.
flow of the fur Hold it by the hem this hog."
and shake it well. Hang on a padMother would have her laugh and
ded hanger in a doorway or some- then explain.
Mrs John H Andrews
Red Cross Nurses
Where else that has a good clrculaAid Million Sick tion of alr Never hang tt nea" a Rockport, Nov. 4.
radiator or other heat, or in a very
Why build on Grumbling Alley
hot room.
Red Cross public health nurses
“Pur coats sometimes show worn. when you might build on Sunshine
made more than one million visits
to or on behalf of the sick during bare spots on one side where the Boulevard?
the fiscal year 1937 38
The patients live in mountain
communities, on Islands off the
coast, tn Isolated swamp regions,
and In crowded Industrial sections
During the same period the nurses
inspected 559.187 school children for
“KING OF ALCATRAZ”
health defects In cooperation with
!°cal <",yalc,ana- "nd «ave
tions In home hygiene and care oi
the sick to 58,754 mothers and young
girls.

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Join the Red Cross Chapter tn
your community during the Roll
Call, November 11 to 24.
NOTICE TO MARINERS

West Penobscot Bay — Gilkcy
Harbor—Changes in buoyage made
Nov. 1:
Grindel Point Bell Buoy 1A moved
into 60 feet. 775 yards. 254 degrees
from IGrindel Point Light, painted
red and numbered 2.
Spruce Island Point Buoy 2 and
Gilkey Harbor Buoy 4 renumbered
4 and 6 respectively.
For and in the absence of the
superintendent.
Seacoast—Emms Rock LightCharacteristic changed Nov. 2 to
flashing white, 4 seconds, flash 0.4
second, eclipse 3.6 seconds.
Frenchman Bay—Bald Porcupine
Lighted Bell Buoy 3B was removed
for the winter Nov. 3.

The screen's newest romantic threesome will he on view, when the
Paramount crime drama. “King of Alcatraz" opens here. It consists of
A big vocabulary doesn't help Lloyd Nolan and the new star find. Robert Preston, as two seagoing radio
operators, and lovely Gail Patrick, who plays the ship's nurse.—adv.
much if you can't say “No!''

